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They Give Their Lives-You Lend Your Money...
Buy War Bonds And Stamps
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Implications Of The
New Draft Regulations
As draft boards all over the Nation take
up the task of reclassifying all men registered, for probable service either in the
armed forces or in "limited" Military capacities, also vital to victory, there is the
certainty of further and aggravated unrest
among people in every community, for no
man's status can be other than uncertain,
except he be a farmer.
Pronouncements of high authorities finally have made it clear that number of dependents does not count hereafter, occupation being the one measuring stick for the
draft.
Selective service has no intention of calling men 38 to 45 years old any time soon,
but may do so by the end of this year.
These pass out of 4-H classification May 1,
to bring pressure upon this age group to
force such men into essential war work.
And men 38 and under, who up to now
have been 3-A because of dependents, will
all be.1-A May 1.
About 1,500,000 men are classified 2-A
and 2-B, for essential work. The draft
boards have orders to comb this list very
carefully and, definition of "essential" may
be changed to narrow its application to the
ultimate war useage of the product the
"essential man" is working on, rather than
to defer on the broad ground of occupation.
It is expected that about 3,000,000 men,
nearly 2,000,000 of them physically fit, will
meet the new standards of deferment in the
2-C and 3-C classifications, for farm work,
and this appears now to be the one type of
deferment that is stable for the duration.
Under the heading of "undue hardship,"
boards are expected to have increasing
difficulties as married men with children
are drafted. Regulations permit deferment
where draft of a husband would cause what
local boards ate certain would be "undue
hardship". Estimate is that about 1,500,000
will be deferred on this basis, of whom
about 1,000,000 are fit.
Thus it is seen that about 4,000,000 physically fit men are now in classes getting
special consideration, result of which will
be that married men with children who do
not fit into these classes will face heavy
call, probably starting in May or June.
Two other important implications should
be borne in mind by men who have been deferred and who consider themselves permanently out of the draft: Physical fitness
standards will be reduced before this year
ends, and industries which are now "essential" will become "nonessential".
Ambassador Grew, who spent many years
in Japan, said in a radio address last weekend "We have come to the end of our beginning of the war against Japan"; which
about states the case. Therefore, in view of
what is now known about our manpower
situation and the new regulations covering
the draft, it behooves all of us . . . both the
large number subject to selective service
call and those who must fight the battles
of the home front, to consider and plan well,
it we are, in necessary degree, to maintaih
both the war and the civilian economies,
that democracy may live.
No Machine Made
Donaldson a Standout
One of Kentucky's largest dailies expresses the opinion editorially that Lyter
Donaldson has had the perfect machine, for
all of but 16 weeks of a 4-year period prior to
the primary, with which to build for his
gubernatorial campaign.
Well, let it be recorded here for the benefit of any who care that Mr. Donaldson did
not consider with favor importunings of
friends that he immediately make it clear
he would not run against Senator Chandler
for the senatorial nomination (unexpired
portion of the late Senator Logan's term)
so that he could have clear sailing for the
governorship . . . He said he didn't think he
wanted to be Governor; and said it in a
manner to leave no doubt.
Lyter Donaldson unquestionably is Kentucky's foremost exponent of modern highways. He has devoted a good many years of
his life to improving Kentucky's roads and,
latterly, to planning for the future.
Due to his efforts, Kentucky stands today at the top among the states that have
perfected programs, in cooperation with the
federal government, looking toward the postwar period which is sure to see a resurgence

of highway traffic destined far to surpass
anything the world has ever known.
He has been the Governor's close friend
and dependable adviser for nearly 4 years;
and has met every test of service and of
office with high credit to himself and the administration.
The Highway "machine" has not nade
Lyter Donaldson a man of outstanding
gubernatorial timber; he was that when he
became Commissioner of Highways . . . and
has merely demonstrated his qualities in
that position, so a great many more citizens
are cognizant of his worth.
Mr. Donaldson, like others who have been
close to Kentucky governors, has seen first
hand how great are the burdens of that
office, how numerous the pitfalls, how arduous . . . and usually how thankless, its
duties; and the vision is not enticing, even
tho the bite of the political bug is extremely
pernicious.
That Lyter Donaldson has decided, we
believe only in recent months, to make the
race for Governor is, to our way of thinking,
further evidence of the strong and able
citizen impelled to assume a gigantic load
for the good he feels he can accomplish.
Certainly Mr. Donaldson has nothing of
the world's goods to gain by placing himself in position to attract the poison darts
of all those who think they should help run
the State's official business and who carp
and complain, no matter what kind of man
occupies the mansion or how honestly, diligently and ably he performs.
Most practical men who know anything
of the Governor's job and who are fixed
financially as Mr. Donaldson is would, we
think, shun the onerous burdens he invites
when he becomes a candidate for Governor
of Kentucky.
No man questions Keen Johnson's honesty or his truthfulness; hence, when Governor Johnson says Lyter Donaldson has rendered "magnificent" service to the State in
what is the next toughest job within the
governmental system, we feel the people
will realize they have an exceptional candidate in the person of the former highway
commissioner.

-- Washington In Wartime

Truce In Bureau Battles
By Jack Stinnett
(Associated Press Features)
Washington.—The "Battle of Washington" may not be over for good, but it looks
as if a very definite armistice has been declared.
That's the conclusion of many Washington observers and the reasons for it are
pretty sound.
In the first place, it's generally believed
the President has recently cracked down on
his executive departments and agencies with
the simple caution that hereafter they could
iron out their differences in private or else.
Recalling what, happened to former OPA
Administrator Leon Henderson, that "or
else" carries a lot of weight.
Secondly, the power of "Second President"
James F. Byrnes in handling home front
matters is apparently growing by leaps and
bounds and filling a long-felt gap in administration of the war effort.
Washington has seen few better smoother-outers than pint-sized Jimmy Byrnes. His
method seems to be to bring warring opponents into the ring, knock their heads together, and send them both home happy.
It's pretty clear already that Byrnes has the
authority to back up his decisions and that
where domestic matters are concerned, the
"left wing" of the White House, as he
humorously dubs his east wing offices, are
just about as inwortant as those of the
President in the west wing.
Point No. 3: Charles L. Wilson is firmly in
the saddle at the War Production Board, and
no sooner was he entrenched tyre than both
WPB Chief Donald Nelson and Army and
Navy heads came out with the declaration
that there was no friction between military
and civilian supply officials.
Also on the production front recently
came from Lt. Gen Brehon Somervell, chief
of the services of supply, what amounted
to an order of the day. Speaking off-therecord to his staff officials, he said:""We can
not afford to engage in any intra-Services
of Supply battles or in the battle of Washington. There is only one real battle going
on in the whole world right now."
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By Wilda Camery, It. N, c
Service, Society of Nf,w york
Associated Press Fuatures
Good health deniands that
urgans intencIRA. "
'
of -body • waste function freely.
awareness of this explains why
many of us fall victims to the

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
The Port of Sfax
Has sfelt attacks
Sfrom sfearless Yankee sfliers;
Now sfacts like these
Can't sfail to please
Sfinancing war bond buyers.
—(Contributed)
Doc Craddock Jaggers and Merle
Drain had the "points" (only 7-point
bucks will do) and hence, were initiated by the Elks last week.
Next Monday Co-Chairmen Henry
Sevison and C. F. Engelhardt, with
some aid, probably, from assistants,
will begin the biggest war job in
history when they offer Princeton
and the county's quota of $279,500
worth of War Bonds in the April
campaign to sell $13,000,000,000 worth
to the Nation. This means almost
$2,000 worth for every man, woman
and child in the city and county, if
goal is to be met.
An enormous undertaking . . . but
when we remember sacrifices of our
home men on the fighting fronts, and
then consider how little, in fact, this
war has hurt us up to now, it brings
home reality that we have not as
yet made any major sacrifice toward
Victory. Necessary now
to revise
ideas of "essential" things, in order
to put every cent above bare living
needs into War Bonds.
Pennyriler is in receipt of one of
those "Having Wonderful Time" postcards from Charley White, sojourning
at Excelsior Springs, Mo. Must be a
swell place for folks not feeling their
best. Noah Cameron, just back from
there, told me Monday he felt much
benefitted.
Popular busIness man who lives just
outside city limits and has been purpasely doing without a telephone had
one installed last weekend . . . and the
first call he received was from a feller
asking to borrow $5.
Good news came at start of this
week when Rubber Boss Jeffers announced he thought synthetic supply
would be moving well by July 1 . . .
Post war tires of synthetic rubber,
with super-tough nylon or rayon
cords, will run 75,000 miles, Wall
Street Journal said.
"Twelve percent of all ad space is
taken by the government, the remainder is sharply limited to give all businesses a share, for which they now
pay as much as double prewar prices.
At present a double-column 4-inch
ad in The Express cost $1,000." This is
in London, England.
Mary wants a little lamb,
Alas, but she must wait;
W.P.B. delays their birth,
For a more propitious date.
—E. K. G.
,Elsewhere on this page today Spoon
River Sam buys a Zoot Suit and
astonishes the natives. If you haven't
been reading about Sam and his observations on modern trends, you've
missed some rare humor.
Luther Stallins, ICRR, gave Pennyriler the following. He said if the
soldier got over this, he ought to make
a fine combat trooper:
Camp Breckinridge, Ky.—When Pvt.
Robert M. Macin, Plattstnouth, Neb.,
entered the army, he took literally the

duremedlar

BY

G. M

army's policy that a soldier can have
all he wants to eat.
Mess Sgt. William Wanston, quartermaster detachment, 1570th service
unit, is authority for the statement
that Pvt. Macin had consumed at one
sitting:
One triple layer cake, eight by 10
inches.
Sixteen eggs.
Eighteen potato cakes, two inches in
diameter.
Six one-ounce boxes of cereal.
Sixteen slices of bread.
Ten slices of butter.
Half jar of jam, or one pound.
Eight cups of coffee.
Two quarts of milk.
Pvt. Macin, who is but five feet,
11 inches tall and who weighs 175
pounds, commented that "I always had
that much at home."
Princeton wives are sewing in the
home . . . and Johnny Graham says
husbands had better sow in the gard-

suasive voices of those whose'.la
it is to sell patent cathartics,
cleansers and costly devices for
ercise. Careless, hurried living
made us forget the one sure way
maintain normal elimination of
waste—the basic health practices
all learned in hygiene class at se
Cleanliness of the skin slim
removal of waste through the
so wash your body from hair ts
tip every night with warm wale
soap and rinse off with clear
watet. If your sense of beauty'
mands a bit of powder for public
pearance, by all means use
s breathe
play fair! Let your por,
night and in the morning treat
to a second bath before covering
for the day.
The lungs receive from the
material which, if retained, may
as a poison. Good posture, a
ventilated environment, and •t
of-door exercise encourage the
to more effective release of waste
If you recall that as the
culates through the body, it also •
waste in the kidneys, you will
stand the necessity for adequate
intake.
The fourth avenue for dia
body waste is often thpught of
the only one. One of our hest
of the granny-health t
you don't have a bowel :
day, you must take a can
night." Despite efforts of on: ,
to explain that normal body
with respect to intestinal eli
varies from 12 to 48 hours ra
longer, faith in the granny
sists. The result is that our poor
are deluged with a succession • ,f
drugs until they refuse I.
without some such artificial
Give • your body a chancf•
lish its own rhythm. Unless
by your physician, avoid
Eat a diet rich in fresh
vegetables, drink an ad,
of liquids and establish
If years of bad habit lie behind
this extra hint may helpglass of hot water with a
lemon in it for flavor on rising.

en.
A contemporary pessimist says life
is a span of time, of which the first
half is ruined by our parents, the
second half by our children.
They're telling a story about some
Negro soldiers who were "monkeying
'rbund" in Bootsville recently . . . It
seems a colored gent, apprised that
some of these visitors had been at
his house in his absence emphatically
declared that "if any little men in
uniform showed up there'd be some
killin' in the United States."

Damn The President
If your business isn't good,
Damn the President.
When things don't go just as they
should,
Damn the President.
Don't try to straighten out the muss,
Just sit down and growl and cuss
Forgetting that U. S. means us,
Damn the President.
If you can't do as you please,
Damn the President.
If restrictions tend to squeeze.
Damn the President.
You feel that you've a perfect right
To cheat and chisel day and night
But find you can't, and just for spite
Damn the Preaident.
If perchance you loose your job,
Damn the President.
Go out and join the restless mob.
And damn the President.
Tell the world you've been
mistreated,
All your plans have been
defeated,
Perhaps you're just a bit
conceited:
Damn the President.
If there are traitors in the
land,
Damn the President.
Secret agents on every hand,
Damn the President.
Believe every thing that's
said
By Nazi, Fascist or Red.
You ought to sock 'ern, but
instead
Damn the President.
—By Cleo P. Giannini
It is estimated that the
Army Air
Forces will contain 2,500,000
men by
the end of 1943.
1111
Governors' salaries range from
$3,000
to $25,000 a year.

All Wool--And
Yards Wide
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press
I got up to Chicago la/
ing along a street a m
from a little store and
the arm. "You look like a
who recognizes a real Lc,
said. Then he showed me
last one of its kind in his
the owner sent it back aft'•
it only one night, havirr
up ever since with a hT
it to a dance, I think in
This man kept _Oft
drape shape, replete w
cats, rug cutting, etc. ta
me think he was a nea
parts, but first thing I
decked out in the flea"
1001':
"Ain't these pants a 1.•
the hips?" I says.
"Latest thing," hi,
no n
bottoms. Bend over dou,
exposure at all."
"Ain't the ankles ki
I says.
"Keeps the cold air 0.,• he t
back.
It:::
"Seems like this coat
long," I says.
"Doubles as a topcoat; mighty sh
"Ain't the pockets extr:,
"Perfect for ration ,
ment orders, point La
naires, crossword puzzl,
So I bought the
seemed so glad he th
longest watch chain I ea
I couldn't hardly wait ta
to Spoon River and show Off
home folks' eyes almost poi'
"You can always count e'
Taylor to sport the latest
Pike remarked. I don't want ;
but I guess Zeke is about right.
11/111k
Enough oil was supplaal
1942 cotton crop to furnish
person in the United States
10 pounds of food fat.
There are about 900 a ,
England assigned to apt'
marketeers.
Three live babies were 1'0'11
minute in 1942 in the U. S
Coloehdo is known as the C
nial State
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What It Means

News From The Past

New Pay-As-YouGo Tax Programs
By John Grover
(Associated Press Features)
Flop of the legislative year, in
the privately-expressed
of most Congressmen, was the
tdryfOgFfirri Yerif
majority-of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
There's wide concurrence in
Minority Leader Joe
Martin's
summary dismissal of the plan
as a "monstrosity." Observers on
Capitol Hill believe that the
ways and means group program
will be carved beyond recognition when it hits the floor.
About the only feature of the
proposal quit seems likely to win
approval is the withholding tax.
It's genreally agreed, on both
sides of the aisle, that the withholding tax is inevitable, and in
the long run evokes least squawk
from taxpayers. Congressional
mail is full of approval of the
withholding feature. The people
generally agree it's easier to pay
out of each pay check than to
dig up a hatful of folding money
on quarterly income tax instalment days.
Two substitute proposals, both
embodying "forgiveness" of 1942
income tax obligations, are accorded the best chances for enactment. One is offered by Rep.
Robertson (D-Va) and the other
is the brain-child of Rep. Carlson
(R-Kan).
Robertson's plan would forgive the six per cent normal tax
and 13 percent surtax on 1942 incomes. The surtaxes on upper
bracket incomes (above $2,000
net) would not be forgiven,
thereby "catching" the high-in-

e War Department has auth(I approximately a million
is worth of additional contarnithPbel1,
,fling the Kentucky-Tennesder, according to a cornlion from Congressman
1, J. Gregory at Washingthe same time, Senator
dler released news of the
at the
sed construction
to the Associated Press.
Congressman
ording
to
cry's telegram, buildings and
us utilities will be expendork incident to the project
mg supervised by the Nashdistrict office of the Corps
neers.
his news release to the As-•
ted Press, Senator Chandler
ole War Department did not
.hze publication of the mot' the work, ". . . but that
onstitutes improvements of

e many millions already
FIRST AID IN MARETH LINE BATTLE—
t at Camp Campbell plus
British soldiers give
first aid care to wounded comrades beside
new improvement program
Wadi Zigzau during
the attack on Rommel's forces in the Mareth
unced probably will strengLine. This was a
front
line
point
during
the
belief
of
action'.
many
persons
the
This picture was radioed from
Cairo
to
the
United
States.)
the camp is to be perman—AP Telemat
and not abandoned after the
didn't like it, which was of no
Should the camp become
importance whatever; his wife
anent it will be changed to
did. From that time on, only a
rt
andler returned to WashBy John Selby
few months in summer (and not
n last weekend after an
Associated Press Features
always these) found the Taylor
nce of several weeks during POWWWWWWWWWWWW•MNMAAD
house free of strangers. Mother
h he inspected Army posts
Japanese relocation centers "Chicken Every Sunday," by T. charged very high rates,.gave
Rosemary Taylor
ehalf of the Senate military
good food, absorbed the boarders
Rosemary Taylor's "Chicken into her family and
-!ttee, made a speech in Los
pumped her her whole day
smearing herself
and visited his home at Every Sunday" is about a woown vitality into their crackling with one or another
kind of cos.les.
man who just loved to keep veins. It was a kind of skin metic
until her income stopped.
truction work on the first
game—Mother T. really was tak- Then Mother Taylor married
her
at Camp Campbell be- boarders, and such women do ing
pay for something she loved. off to some bachelor or other.
.arch 18, 1942, and today exist because I once knew one
Perhaps
one
in
reason
the
flesh.
the Tay- And there was the "German
one of the largest Army
"Chicken Every Sunday" tells lor boarding house in Tucson spy" in the garage who may
ers of the nation, and still
was
fun
grew out of the fact that have actually been what Mother
ing. Modern in every detail of Rosemary Taylor's mother. It Father
Taylor was making pretty and the cook thought he was,
said by many officers sta- seems that when the Taylors good
money himself. There was and the Wooleys, who sourly
were married there was not too
d here to be the best and
never anything grim about the blamed everything from
boys
carefully planned camp much money and one day Papa Taylor
boarders. Father used to caught in closets to skunks
have seen, Camp Campbell came home to find his bed rent- take
fliers,
sometim
es using his caught under the house on a
become a symbol of the ed, and himself forced to curl up wife's
vraious hoards in the pro- vengeful God, intent on punishwith which this nation on a mattress on the floor. He cess,
but he never lost more than ing the Taylors for desecrating
ed itself for war.
his duties as commanding officer his wife could pay.
the Sabbath.
ee months after the first of the post.
And his wife—how she loved
I doubt that it is very imporwas struck, three non-cornWork progressed rapidly. Fin- the woman with the little girl
tant in the cosmic scheme of
oned officers arrived to be- ally, September 15, everythi
ng who suffered from infantile pa- things whether you read "Chickunloading supplies. Activa- was ready for activatio
n of the ralysis. And almost cured the en Every Sunday" or not. But
day was last July 1, when first armored division
to call girl. How she worked over Miss if you do, you'll probably have
Guy W. Chipman took up Camp Campbell its
home.
Miss Sally, who literally spent a cracking good time.
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News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambition
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell s of those
county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the
yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be
published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced
just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the
century, wrote
them

Two Years Old Today .
several days. It is a nice machine
Princeton, June 9, 1916— and we would like to
see someRalph Cash is celebrating his one in Princeton or
Caldwell
second birthday anniversary towin it. Mr. Paxton, the business
day. Grandfather
Cash
and manager of the Sun,
joined Mr.
Grandmother Cash, Grandfather
Malone here last Friday returnNichols and Grandmother Niching to Paducah Wednesday afterols, Uncle Fred Pickering and
noon.
Aunt Jeddie Pickering, and his
• • •
pastor, Rev. W. C. Brandon, have
Buys
Nice Car
been invited to take dinner with
Princeton, April 18, 1916—
the youngster at the home of
Bayless
M. Stone
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Yesterday
bought of J. H. Watson, the local
Cash, West Main St.
agent for the Studebaker Auto• • •
mobile Co., a seven-passenger,
Have Returned
four cylinder, forty-horse power
./ Princeton, May 2, 1916—MesStudebaker automobile and has
srs. Robert Gresham, Jr. and
learned to run it almost like an
Leo Walker, who left here March
old -t imer.
1st for San Francisco, California,
• • •
with a view to locating somePrinceton, September 28, 1903
where in the "Wild and Wooly
—Friday night several of PrinceTwo-year-old Dayne Low, his West,"
returned home Sunday ton's
Young society people enarm wound around the sturdy morning
after having exhausted joyed a
very delightful dance in
leg of an Xhierican soldier, clings
their supply of "Wild Oats."
the vacant store room of the
to his vantage point to watch
• • •
new Fletcher Hotel. The followMme. Chiang Kai-Shek, China's
4 Princeton, May 7, 1909—On ing
were those present: Misses
first lady, in a parade at Los
last Saturday afternoon between Lora
and Aimee Wolff, Mabel
Angeles.
—AP Telemat the hours of three and
five little Glenn, of Kuttawa;
Bessie MarMiss
Myrtle
Glazer
entertai
come group.
ned tin, Aylene Jones, Lizzie
Mae
a
number
of
her
friends, the Pickering, Louise
Payments already made on
Pettit
1942 income taxes would be occasion being the celebration Ruby parish, and Messrs. and
Ruby
of Miss Mrytle's eighth birth- Young,
automatically credited
Ray and Jeff Johnson,
against day. All the little
ones enjoyed M. F. Srother,
Banks Powell,
1943 income taxes, under Rob- the hours
hugely, and bade their Duke Pettit, N.
Cox, of Eddyville,
ertson's proposal. Beginning July little hostess goodbye with exKing Johnson, R. B. and Sam
1, with-holding or payments from pressions of best wishes of many
Ratliff.
each paycheck would be institut- happy returns of her birthday.
ed.
The following little ones were
Everybody reads The Leader.
Carlson's proposal is slightly participants of her hospitality.
more complicated. If the 1942 in- Susie Stevens, Grace Pepper,
come exceeded $20,000 and is Willie Bush, Margaret Bohanhigher than the '43 income, taxes non, Margery Kevil, Pauline
would be paid on the higher in- White, Goldie Singer, Mary Eliza
come. If either the 1942 or 1943 Dudley, Viva Hobgood, Clover
incomes exceeded the 1941 in- Coleman, Rose Emma Koltinsky,
come by more than $50,000, a Charlie Dorr, Mary Sue Smith,
special anti-windfall tax would Katharine Garrett, Anna Laura
be imposed on the augmented in- Cash, Helen Frances Morehead.
• • •
come.
The majority.defense of the
Dique Satterfield of south of
INSURANCE OF ALL
Ways and Means Committee bill town, was in the city yesterday,
failed to evoke any response in and had in his possession
a
KINDS
the House, in the opinion of vet- lamb with ,two well developed
eran press gallery observers. The heads. The lamb was certainly
plea that the Ruml plan for tax a curiosity and attracted much
forgiveness wcaild result in loss attention.
W. C. Sparks
• • •
of federal revenue was exploded
in committee hearings. Further,
Princeton, July 9, 1909—The
Glenn E. Farmer
the popularity of a program "Ford" automobile to be given
whcih would put all income tax- away by the Paducah Daily Sun
Sam Koltinsky
payers ton a current basis has in- newspaper club has been pn ex(Please Turn to Page Six)
hibition in Princeton the past
00000
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o lately, and
a man popped
and grabbed me
like a smart
real bargain,"
ed me a suit
in his stort
back after
having been
a broken leg.
k he said.
jabbering
e with plea%
C. Such talk
newcomer to
g I knowed I
new togs.
a little r

Grow VICTORY GARDENS
THIS SUMMER!
RAISE MORE FOOD —and Save All We Raise!
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size?,
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n cards,
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This Advertisement Sponsored by The Following Cooperating Merchants and Business Men:

n't want t°
about right.
supplied bY,
to furnish c
ited States
at. -

E. W. LANEAVE AND SON
IDEAL BARBER SHOP

BODENHAMER'S
HERMAN LEE STEPHENS
County Judge

D-X SERVICE STATION
M. OLIVER, Proprietor

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

PRINCETON IMPLEMENT CO.

Here's the most important community job outside of our War Bond drive that we've undertaken
since the war began. It's our big community
Victory Garden program. We're all putting our
•boulders to the wheel. Our goal is a Victory
;arden for every family.
Everybody must cooperate in this vital work.
Plan your gardens now. Make them as big as
von can handle efficiently. If you had a Victory
Garden last summer, have a bigger and better
•)ne this year. You'll be doing the patriotic thing
Ind you'll cut your food bills too. You'll have

fresh vegetables for your table all summer and
food stored away for winter.
Victory Gardens mean Health, Economy, and
practical PATRIOTISM. If you have any questions about vacant lots, size of garden, plowing
of ground, what vegetables to plant, etc., see any
of the local civic organizations. This year everybody will be gardening. We're all working together to produce enough food so nobody in
this community will go hungry.
Have a Victory Garden, for your faanly, for
your country.

\
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Deaths and
Funerals

City's Finances
In Good Order

Biggest War loan

Hospital News

(Continued from Page One)
and other necessities of life for
the three weeks beginning April
Monthly reports featured Mon12.
day night's session of the City
Mrs. Attie McChesney Council with the Mayor and all 2.. Buy at least one extra
bond each week for that period.
Funeral services for
Mrs. Councilmen present.
3. Forego some of the things
Attie McChesney, 62, who died
Harcdd
Superintendent
Water
.,
-ifItt"ikelfitiiiie—fil'irei- sister Wes. McConnell rpeortert278 -meters YoU.hAve,,been plitnningtto buy.
4. Buy bonds beyond those
A. ti.'Ircthesney, Madisonville in service at close of March, a
street, Sunday were held at net gain of six over the previous you may he buying through pay
Morgan's Funeral Home, Monday month, with four water taps roll savings or regular bond purat one o'clock, with the Rev. made during March. His report chases.
Both the Treasury and the
Albert Kemp, officiating. She is showed total installation of 1,356
survived by another sister; Mrs. meters, three having been turned newspapers are getting set to
put over this biggest of all war
Callie Sigler, of this county.
on and one off during the bond drives.
Burial was at Farmersville.
month. Receivable water acYou get some idea of its scope
counts for March totaled $1,821.- when you realize that to date
75.
Walter A. Jennings
Americans have bought about
Treasurer W. E. McCaslin re- $14,000,000,000 in
war
bonds
Walter A. Jennings, Brownported disbursements for March
field, Ill., died
of gunshot totaled $3,663.55, while Collector since the government began sellwounds at his home there April Garland Quisenberry reported ing them in May, 1941.
Henry L. McClaskey, Courier2. He was buried at Crossroads receipts
of $4,178.90. The report Journal executive, who headed
April 5, and the Rev. Marshall,
showed balances in all funds at the newspaper scrap campaign
assisted by Rev. Olen Sisk, officlose of March aggregated $8,- last fall in Kentucky and was
ciated at the funeral services.
054.49, with more than one-half chosen to lead the great War
He is survived by his wife,
of this available for operating ex- Bond drive, said this week:
eight children, his mother, three
penses. The sinking fund balance
"It is not only necessary and
half brothers, Cope, Barney and
was $2,646.33.
right that we should assume this
Alfred Glass, all of this counReports of Police Chief E. E. additional participation in the
ty. and a half-sister, Mrs. ChestJones and Acting Police Judge war but vital that we give fullest
er Stallins, of this county.
R. G. McClelland showed 27 support to our men out on the
cases on the police court docket fighting fronts to whom the last
Josh Wyatt
during March, with fines and great measure of sacrifice is but
Josh Wyatt, 68, who died at costs totaling $374. Replevin a daily offering. They give their
his home near Princeton, April bonds for the month totaled lives. We lend our money.
3, was buried at Cedar Hill $91.90.
"While it is true—and this to
April 4. There are no survivors.
Fire Chief J. L. Sigler report- the everlasting credit of the
ed having responded to four American people—that there are
alarms during March, with $88.00 more people today who own
Thomas M. Nelson
due firemen for services render- government securities than at
Funeral services for Thomas
ed. The sales tax on water col- any other time in the history of
M. Nelson, 82, who died at his
lections for March totaled $50.10, the nation—or the history of
home in the Farmersville comand was remitted to the State.
the world—the simple facts of
munity April 2 were held at
the Donaldson Baptist Church Mr. and Mrs. George Francis. the matter are, it is not enough.
"If the people of every counSunday afternoon, with the Rev. He is survived by his parents, a
H. A. Egbert officiating.
sister. Louise; and two brothers, ty in Kentucky are to meet their
He is survived by three child- G. W. and Jimmie. He was a full measure of responsibility,
ren, a
brother and several nephew of Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy. they must lend their government
nieces and nephews.
He had attended Sunday School every cent not needed for the
Burial was in the church ceme- at White Sulphur the last three essentials of living—and we have
tery.
years with perfect attendance. to revise downward our ideas
Flower girls were Dorothy and about what are essentials. In
Dixie
Cash, Jean McCaslin, Edith other words, you and I must go
William A. Francis
Hogan,
Mary Elizabeth Spangler on an all-out wa rbasis."
Funeral services for William
and
Drennan. Pallbearers
Marie
Albert "Billie" Francis, 10, who
died last Thursday at his home were uncles, Tommie Francis,
on W. Main St., were held Sat- Charlie Francis, Pvt. Edward
urday afternoon at two o'clock, Young, Hugh and Herbert Franat White Sulphur Baptist Church cis and Johnnie Martin.
Burial was in Meeks cemetery.
with the Rev. W. B. Ladd officiating, assisted by the Rev.
John W. Outland, Fredonia, and
Mrs. Wade Delawson
the Rev. H. A. Egbert, FarmFuneral services and
burial
ersville.
for Mrs. Wade Delawson, who
Billie was the second son of died at her home near Cobb
last Thursday were held at the
Nichols cemetery Saturday. She
had been in ill health for several months. Several children
survive.

will remember
of kindness. We
floral contribeautiful
also the
friends
some brightcreated
our
butions that
We wish to thank
hours and we
and neighbors for their kindness ness in the dark
kindfor you all the same
and sympathy shown during the wish
hours of bereaveyour
in
ness
illness and death of our beloved ment.
wife and mother, Mrs. J. A.
J. A. Wilson
Wilson. We are sincerely grateand family.
consiful for the kindness and
Baptist
in
deration shown by the
Liberia, Negro republic
Church of Fredonia, of which Africa, has no good natural barshe -was a- fneriaber-;_the_worsilPf
comfort spoken by the Rev. M.
neighboring
E. Miller and the Rev. John W.
Liberia and its
Outland; the courtesy extended
Sierra Leone, have the
state,
those
and
by the funeral home
Africa's coastal bulge.
who came and offered words

Card Of Thanks

Mrs. Lorene Denham, Princeton, underwent an appendectomy today.
* * *
Mrs. L. C. Morrison, Marion,
appendectomy
underwent
an
Friday and is improving.
* * *
Frank Harris. Marioa....is
proving after burns he received
about ten days ago.
* * *
Mrs. H. D. Bennett, Princeton,
is under treatment this week.
*
*
Everett Meredith, Marion, is
being treated for a broken leg.
* * *
Little Violet Johnson, 3, of
Kuttawa, who
was -seriously
burned several days ago, is
somewhat improved.
* *
Mr. Walter Fletcher and baby,
of Mexico, visited friends at the
hospital Saturday.
* * *
Miss Cleo Cardin, nurse, spent
Monday in Marion.
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WANTED TO RENT
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TONIGHT

ON THE ROARING ROAD TO TOKIO AND VICTORY
WITH THE HEROES OF THE FIGHTING U.S.FLEET!
Salute to the Navy—In the
mightiest sea thriller since

SUNDAY

"The Bounty"rode thewaves!

—and—

Enough stars for two pic-

MONDAY

tures! Enough drama for ten!

Ship with the heroes who keep
freedom's convoys steaming!
Roar over bomb-scarred seas
with the fleet that blasts all
odds as it sweeps to victory!

Beware Coughs

That Hang On Officer, Call A Cop!

New York (.4')—One of the
characters
numerous shady
whose occupation is sidling up
whispering
to passersby and
"Wanna buy a stolen silver fox?"
got a rude reception from one
prospective customer—who turned out to be Max Marcin, author
of the "Crime Doctor" radio
series that preaches the theme
for Couehs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis that crime doesn't pay.

CREOMULSION

3he,
AtIOR

THEY ARE PRETTY AND RATION FREE!

Mr.
and
Mexi
Fout
0. gLeaiandstrCeeotri.
Misses Virginia McCaslin and ner
azel Martin will conduct con- Over
rences at the State Baptist len
aining Union convention, to be
Id at the Lexington Avenue Mrs.
pest Church, Danville, April
touta ttle2n5d0 this,delegtahteesoatrhe. Host
-18. A bo
The
nvention, theme of which is Chur
ur Living Faith."
with
absen
Eldri
enior Girl Scouts
At the regular weekly meet- Icy w
g of the Senior Girl Scouts opene
praye
t the George Coon Memorial
.brary Monday night the girls were
a community social. were
ey decided to promote some Babb,
re of entertainment that would Jean
't both young and old. With
e help of everyone the scouts Birth
ant to sponsor a community . Mrs.
1d -fashioned party in honor of tertai
e newly established recreation daugh
rogram.
her se
Those interested are asked to her h
tify the Senior Girl Scouts ceived
ho will appreciate all suggest- were
ns and cooperation.
were
Members attending the meet- Baker,
g were Terry Davis, Betty
Dona
eon Newman, Attie Butler,
Rogers
eanne Carolyn Ratliff, Betty
Adam
e Pruett, Dot Joiner, Marilu
Quert
wton, Nettie Jo Dalzell, Josedames
me Creekmur and the scout
Baker,
ader, Mrs. Leal Kelly. Miss
burn.
ell Blackburn was a visitor.
Querte

The Junior Girl Scouts met in
Scout room at Butler High
1 Wednesday afternoon for
tr regular meeting.
Betty Jo Linton, a member,
three second-class tests;
"Arts and
Crafts," in
• she displayed a blue pictmodeled from clay; second,
Study." in which she
a review of the life and
Is of robins; and
third,
" by which she taught
members various games
contests. Another member,
this Ann Cunningham, passone sceond-class test, in
which
gave an interesting review
good manners in use in
public
raries, by which she illustrattbe "Community Life"
test.
Ore under the leadership
Miss Sarah Trotter.
Members present were
Virginia
ran, Nancy
Groom, Dotty
Joan Pickering, Ann
GowMinnie Sue Sartin,
Shirley
Prances Tandy, Barbara
Nall and Betty Jo
Linton.
.were Joan Garringer,
Virginia Meadows and
Talley

Creomuision relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble Co help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.
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For Sound
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less

55 acres for ((I II on in,
farm (by Deed 4.1 1tig
;
1940, Deed 404 No. 70,
page 103).

London (JP)—The number of
men and boys in Great Britain
registered as wholly unemployed
Dec. 14, 1942, was 53,206, a decrease of 5,945 over figures for
November. At the same date
there were 28,737 unemployed
women and girls, a decrease of
2,774.
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Out-of-town people
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Ploy by &foil' Irwto, 1•It• 1.
BeIdettf•• wad N•noan I 100,1“•••kii
bawd on • Story by Capt.
liervty Nsidip, C. S. N. soil R. C. Si*"
Seggerte41 by "(ergo •I Iftnes•sce"
by LAMP [Irk • A lielre-liolchn•-airte' Pid"
oly•et•d by
IMO"

$2.98 - $3.95
Children's
.$1.99 - $2.50
You'll like these play shoes
better than any you have
seen before. Now is your
chance.

Produc•cl by
ROBERT Z. LEONARD • ROBERT Z. LEONARD
sad ORYIL1E 0 DOLL

1111111111
ittIlltIlll

2-PERFORMANCES DAILY-2 2:30 P. M. - 7:30
P.
eature Goes On
Screen at 3: 10 P.M. 8, 8:40
P.M.

IT'S A
FRENZY
OF
FUN!.

SATURDAY
Matinee Starts at 11:45 A.
M.
Night Show Starts at 6:00
P. M.

111
--added!
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CHARLES ROGERS• CATHERINE LEWIS
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"FINE SHOES FITTED BY X-RAY"
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Ut-Manus
and Mrs. W. W. Pilaut,
Street, announce the
Main
t
riage of their daughter,
Inta, to Mr. Lynn Manus,
ch 27, at Charleston, Mo.
were accompanied by Mrs.
it and the bride's sister,
• Isobel Pilaut.
re. Manus is a graduate of
kr High School and is an
loye of the Princeton Hosan
Mills. Mr. Manus is
ploye of the U. S. Coal and
e Co., Mexico.
couple are residing at the
,1 the bride's parents on
street.

sses McCaslin, Martin
Lead Conferences
isses Virginia McCaslin and
el Martin will conduct conflees ,at the State Baptist
ining Union convention, to be
d at the Lexington Avenue
list Church, Danville, April
18. About 1250 delegates are
ected to attend this, the 49th,
vention, theme of which is
r Living Faith."

nior Girl Scouts
t the regular weekly meetof the Senior Girl Scouts
the George Coon Memorial
rary Monday night the girls
ussed a community social.
ey decided to promote some
e of entertainment that would
both young and old. With
help of everyone the scouts
nt to sponsor a community
-fashioned party in honor of
newly established recreation
gram.
hose interested are asked to
tify the Senior Girl Scouts
e will appreciate all suggests and cooperation.
embers attending the meetwere Terry Davis, Betty
an Newman, Allie Butler,
anne Carolyn Ratliff, Betty
e Pruett, Dot Joiner, Marilu
wton, Nettie Jo Dalzell, Joseme Creekmur and the scout
der, Mrs. Leal Kelly. Miss
1 Blackburn was a visitor.

nior Girl Scouts
old Regular Meeting
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The Junior Girl Scouts met in
e Scout room at Butler High
hool Wednesday afternoon for
eir regular meeting.
Betty Jo Linton, a member,
ed three second-class tests;
t, "Arts and Crafts," in
hich she displayed a blue picte modeled from clay; second,
ature Study," in which she
ye a review of the life and
bits of robins; and
third,
ports," by which she taught
her members various games
d contests. Another member,
'nthia Ann Cunningham, passone second-class test, in which
e gave an interesting review
good manners in use in public
raries, by which she illustratthe "Community Life" test.
uts are under the leadership
Miss Sarah Trotter.
Members present were Virginia
thran, Nancy Groom, Dotty
een, Joan Pickering, Ann GowMinnie Sue Sartin, Shirley
ick, Frances Tandy, Barbara
ean Nall and Betty Jo Linton.
isitors were Joan Garringer,
Virginia Meadows and
anette Talley.
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out,i-twAhl_ people

attending
e funeral (7f William A. Franhere Saturday were: Mr. and
Ts W. E. Francis, Jackson,
enn,, Pvt. Edward Young, Ft.
nard Wood, Mo.; Mr. and
rs. R. A Francis, Mrs. Palmer
wning Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
ancis and Mr. Urey Young,
f Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
11 Francis, Central City;
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Congratulates

awaiting calt to the Army. He
has been attending Georgia Tech,
Atlanta.
Mary Margaret Johnson, teacher at Beaver Dam, spent last
week-end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Johnson, S. Jefferson street.
*1
V Miss Dorothy Coleman is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Coleman, W. Main street
this week. She has been employed in Seymour, Ind., and is
being transferred to Paducah.
B. T. Daum and Lewis Boren,
of the Princeton Cream and
Butter Co., will return from
Connersville, Ind. Friday where
they have been since Monday
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff and Miss
Sarah Trotter spent Sunday in
Paducah.
Rev. and Mrs. James Curry
and family, Hodgenville, are the
guests of Rev. Curry's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Curry.
Pvt. Edward Young, Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., spent last weekend with relatives here.
Miss Robbie Lou Hobgood is
a visitor in Paducah today.
Mrs. Henry Sevison returned
Monday from Des Moines, Iowa,
where she visited her mother,
Mrs. E. Porterfield, who returned home with her. The made
the trip via train to St. Louis,
where they were met in an ambulance in which they came to
Princeton. Mrs. Porterfield has
been in ill health three months,
due to a broken hip.
Mrs. Charlie Guess spent last
weekend in Nashville.
Mrs. 0. R. Allen is visiting
relatives in 'Louisville.

Personals

Mrs. John Hughett has returnMr. and Mrs. Bob Williams, ed from a Chicago hospital where
Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth she has been under treatment
of a son, April 1, at Princeton
for an injured hand. She is much
Hospital.
improved.
• • •
Miss Helen Grace Wilson is
Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph McDowell, Dalton, Route 1, oat the quite ill at her home on Hopbirth of a daughter, Patricia Lou, kinsville Road this week.
Mr. Leon Polk, Detroit, Mich.,
April 3.
and Miss L. P. Polk, Nashville,
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brenda, are Niisiting their sister, Mrs.
Dique Eldred and family.
Cobb, on the birth of a son,
Mrs. T. A. Vinson and childJerry, March 31.
ren, of Evansville, spent last
Mr. and Mrs. William Fletcher weekend with relatives here.
Mrs. Joseph J. Stephens is
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead,
Mexico; Mr. and Mrs. Richard visiting her parents, Mr. and
Foutner, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Fout- Mrs. J. H. Leech, West Main St.
Mrs. Estelle Beckett was a visitner and Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Overby, Wallonia; and Mrs. Al- or in Paducah last weekend. She
returned via Nashville.
len Thompson, Kuttawa.
Mrs. Eula Clark, who has been
a patient at Jennie Stewart HosMrs. Eldridge
pital in Hopkinsville for several
veeks, continues to improve.
Hostess To G. A.
The G. A. of the First Baptist sl Mrs. Paul A. Johnson and son
Church, Fredonia, met Thursday Larry Paul, have have returned
with Mrs. A. J. Eldridge. In the from a three-weeks visit in
absence of their sponsor, Mrs. Cave-In Rock, Illinois, as the
Eldridge, Miss Virginia Lee Tur- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
ley was in charge. The meeting Johnson.
opened with song followed by ..,Mrs. Charles B. Lawson and
prayer. After the program games son, Harlie David, and Miss Anwere played and refreshments na June Josey spent last weekwere served to Misses Carmie end with Mr. and Mrs. Hallman
Babb, Dorothy Brashier, Bonnie Harvy, St. Charles.
Miss Babe Ruth Hickerson,
Jean King and Virginia Turley.
Maple St., was the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Wyatt, Hopkinsville
Birthday Party
Road, last weekend.
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous enCharles J. White left Friday
tertained with a party for her for Excelsior Springs, Mo., where
daughter, Dona, who celebrated he will receive treatment at the
her seventh birthday, April 1, at McCreary Hospital and Clinic.
her home in Fredonia. She re- . Miss Helen Owsley, Wickliffe,
ceived many nice gifts. Games was a recent visitor of Mrs.
were played and refreshments Elsie Cunningham. Miss Owsley
were served to Misses Joyce Nell served
Assistant
as
County
Baker, Mona Sue Blackburn, Health Nurse here for several
Dona Quertermous. Masters Don months last year.
Rogers, Buddy Baker, John .1 Miss Katherine Kevil has reAdams, Gary Blackburn, Charles turned from an extended visit
Quertermous, Bill Adams, Mes- to Clinton, where she was the
dames John Quertermous, Dock guest of Mr. and Mrs. Urey
Baker, Rex Adams, Jim Black- Patrick.
burn, Ed Harmon and Euclid \ Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stanley and
Quertermous.
ion, Robert Lee, were visitors
in Paducah several days last
Mr. and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell
attended the funeral of Mrs.
Mesdames Aylene Akin, Roy
Hollowell's mother, Mrs. Weid- Willingham, Fanny Akin, F. K.
man, in Hartford, Wednesday.
Linton and R. B. Ratliff were
Miss Ethel Scott, who is em- visitors in Madisonville Friday
ployed at Camp Campbell, visit- afternoon.
ed her mother, Mrs. Grace Scott
Miss Bethel Solomon, spent
here Tuesday.
last week-end at her home near
Billy Reece, flying instructor Paducah.
at Union City, Tenn., was a visitBill Laverty is visiting his
or here Sunday.
mother, Mrs. Roberta Laverty,

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Regular preaching service at
7: 30 p. m. The pastor will preach
at Otter Pond at 11 A. M. A
cordial invitation to hear the
sermon Sunday evening on "Why
All Will Not Be Saved." Sunday
School at 9:45 A. M.
If you can still get pastel
shaded after-dinner mints they
can be used effectively for color-ing cake frostings. Crush the
candies until like powder, then
thin with a little cream and use
as frosting or add to other frostings to give the desired tint.

-\7

ensus and Mars are thought
to be the only neighboring planets which might support life.

1.1•611118.111NONIIIIIMINIIIMMIIMINIMMI•
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the minister.)
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Prayer meeting every Wednes- Church at 7:30 Sunday evening.
day at 8:00 p. m.
Everyone is urged to
attend

A t the +

ege ffirrigs.••*••

Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Sunday School.
11:00 A. M. Sermon by Rev. W.
I. Munday.
7:30 P. M. Evening service.
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowatiip
service. Mildred Patton, leader.
2:30 P. M. Third Quarterly
Conference.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Sunday, April 11, 1943:
9:45 A. M. The Church School.
10:45 A. M. The Service of
Praise and Meditation. Message,
"Christians Are Like Nuts." Because we have been blessed with
the attendance of so many young
folks, this sermon is particularly
for them, but it has things in
store for each of us.
3:00 P. M. The Pioneers meet.
6:30 P. M. The Tuxis group
meets.
7:30 P. M. The Evening Service. Meditation, "Living Water."
Monday, April 12, 2:00 P. M.
The Missionary Society meets.
Our quarterly communion service will be observed on Easter
Sunday. This church has its
doors open always to all who
need the comfort of God and the
challenge to carry His Cross,

/Nis

.000N,

Announcing!.
New opening of an old business!
The L. A. Walker Beauty Shop has
moved into the residence on corner
of Harrison and Locust street.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Preaching at this church every
second and fourth Sundays. Sunday School only is conducted
first and third Sundays.
Services for April 11—
Sunday School, 10:00 A. M
Preaching, 11:00 A. M.
Evening Preaching, 7:30 P. M.
(Preaching will be done by

KATIE WALKER
Operator
Phone 672

OF YOUR FOOTWEAR

THE 0

CHOICE, SHOULD EQUAL THE /

There are only 306 miles of
serviceable motor roads in Liberia, and no railway.

VALUE OF YOUR
1 COUPON

NOTICE"

KOSSE

ONLY

3

WEEKS

TO EASTER
.A(ear/cahrics and
S'4•90-67,Patterns leor
your easier afarciro,66
SHARON SUE RAYONS

These Shoes Give Yon

Fine fabrics for Dresses and Sportswear.

lir

411 FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP, 7c.
'
' 41' .:'
FIT
• PERFECT '

SHARKSKIN-411
/
2 in. wide, washable
Rayon available in the most popular colors
for the spring and summer.

SWANE SUEDE SMOOTH TEXTURE
RAYON. A proven quality dress fabric in
new spring and summer patterns and colors.

• SMART STYLING

/63

59c yard
69c yard

Above at right is a crushed
kid pump with calf trim.
14-8 heel. Also a Glamour
Deb.

$6.50

.... .._4„._'S.

Get the most for your coupon No. 17 . . . and
treat yourself to the most adorable new spring
shoes you ever saw. We show here just three

of the many models you are sure to like.
Above at left is an open
heel tie, fashioned of turf
. tan maracain kid combined with reptile A Glamour
Deb at

A step-in by Rythm Step .
for beauty and easier walking. Crushed kid with braid
trim. 11-8 heel.

$6.50

PRINTED SHANTUNG. Fine quality washable rayon in striking neat floral leaf patterns in the popular colors.

$7.95

49

66
Sold Only T'hru
Funeral Directors.
Ma& and Serviced by

KATT FR JOH N
Concrete Products
Paducah, KY.
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'COBB A1/13-eE'DAR DLUFr—
BAPTIST CHURCHES
lk Practically all the coal found
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
in South America is within the
preach at Cobb at 11 o'clock
borders of Chile.
Sunday
morning and at 2
o'clock that afternoon. He will
Everybody reads The Leader

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE

HOPKINSVILLE,

KENTUCKY
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CCC Buys State's
1942 Hemp Fiber

THE GARDEN

State's Pay Tax Runs
$100,000,000 Over '42

end, he sills' In addliP,I, v,etel
Tax payments from ernok%
are due.

with ow

8, 1943

ursda , A

inal List Of
ed Cross War
un,rice,v d Donations

lust of the 1942 inBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky come tax returns opened, ColCollege of Agriculture and
estimatlector Seldon R. Glenn
Home Economies
M. D. Royse, chairman of the
their
and
ed that Kentuckians
Kentucky State Agricultural Adabout
paying
corporations are
justment Agency and USDA
White Potatoes
$100,000,000 more than they did
Charles Brooks, $10.00;
Insurance
War Board, announces the Comyear. Tax collections will
last
Board, Fredonia Telephone
reach its
will
this
Although
year's
dl
modity Credit Corporation has
Margaret ZurCapital Stock Co. hours%
to $175,000,000 by
readers after March 15, the tra- amount
ata
. rs, Mrs.
. - rm
purchased from Kentucky growTom Jones, Mary
Is safe arid reliable.
tiehlen,
potato planting date, should be about 30 inches apart.
ditional
ers the 1942 production of hemp
Brown, Eddy Creek
still it comes not too late, as The varieties are Irish Cobbler, Princeton, A.
•
Phone
fiber broken by hand or with
C. S. .Collier, Mr
imemakers,
deeverywhere
Mounthe weather has
110 S. Jefferson St.
Bliss Triumph and Green
small machines.
Hubbard, $5; m r
Allan
hints
layed planting. Thus, a few
d MI5 Sumner Jordan, $4,
tain, in that order
Kentucky hemp farmers reovercome
may be in order, to
d Mrs Brelsford, Mr. arid Mrs.
ceived 26 cents a pound for
the handicap of late planting,
Grade A-Line, 23 cents for
Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
even as late as April 25. EveryliLOD
Grade B-Line, 17 cents for
Roach, Mr. and Mrs.
have his
should
can
who
one
Grade A-Tow and 15 cents for
Stallins, Eddyville Road,
the place
take
potatoes
own
to
Grade B-Tow. Quantity purMrs.
and
of those commercially raised,
im Morgan, Mr.
chased was estimated at 1,500,000
nest sells, $3. W. F. Lewis,
needed by the armed forces and
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LakeHomemakers,
mm
for dehydrating.
50; Cobb
It was also announced negotiacan
ptitatoes
Mr and Mrs. Colin
knows,
Club,
everybody
As
d
tions are under way for purthase
should be planted deep, and no
an
of milled hemp fiber from the
'rid,$1.50.
matter when planting time comes
spot it every time
$t Donations
1942 Kentucky crop, totaling
25,
April
around,
as
late
even
as
George Winn, Ruble Hollowell,
about 1.300,000 pounds.
the furrows should be made 5
d Mrs. Hewlett Hall, F.
'THE Civil Air Patrol has recruited more than
The fiber purchased in Kencivilian pilots
inches below the level. The covBrown, Miss Frances White,
1 a third of the nation's 100,000
tucky will be used for experiComing from every
Mrs. Leo
ering of the seed, however,should
to fly for national defense.
mental purposes, and to supple.iss Atha Stallins,
FIR
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do
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d Mrs.
and to you, in its own way, ice-cold
Potatoes planted early should
something extra, too.
program. This program provides
Mrs. Jesse Phelps, Mrs. J. F. liar
NAZI WARSHIPS IN NORWEGIAN FJORD—This scene from a captured German newsreel
offers
Coca-Cola
,d
film
Pane
an
Mr.R:
for production of 50,000 acres of shows Nazi warships maneuvering in a Norwegian fiord. German ships and planes based on Norway be covered the whole 5 inches
More than just quenching thirst it
arqu
as insurance against the cold
constitute the chief Axis threat to the United Nations convoy route to Murmansk, Russia.
brings refreshment...refreshment
hemp seed in Kentucky, as well
,rektnur, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. weig
penetrating to the seed pieces
that goes into energy.
as for 6,000 acres of mill-broken
.kmur, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. lips,
and chilling them or actually
hemp fiber and 6,000 acres of
Rev. Everett McConnell.
•
with
and
art
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finished
Made with a
E.
freezing them. After March 25
hand broken hemp-fiber.
One Dollar Donations
taste all its own, Coca-Cola has quality
the furrows still should be 5
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OlivAustin
Mrs.
Both the hemp seed and hemp
Nichols,
that sets it apart. Here is something in
C. R.
inches, but the covering of the
BT
refreshment that was, and still is,
straw, which will be bought by
, Mrs. Robert Austin, Mrs. J. J.
original. Coca-Cola offers all the difseed only 4 inches, and potatoes
Commodity Credit Corporation
Hubert Young, Robert Mrs.
dy,
really
something
ference between
planted after that progressively
will be produced this year under
Barney, Chas. E. Brown, Davis,
refreshing and just something to
more lightly covered, until April
contract with the Government.
comparison.
no
There's
drink.
rs. W. H. Blackburn, Mrs. John Sulliv
15, when the cover is only 1
April 15 is the deadline for farmilton, .Mrs. Delmar Shortt, W. Sid
inch, just enough to put them
ers to sign at the county AAA
Baker, Bett Robbs, Z. D. Wood
in darkness. The furrow soil
office for the production of
range, Ross Lockhart, Mr. and son,
should be dragged in, to make
hemp fiber.
.. Jimmie Gresham, Leona Icy, 0
the soil level, when the tops of
Hemp fiber is needed for the
Carl Darnell, Shellie Mrs.
ader,
the plants have grown above the
manufacture of marine, industrial
.yatt, Walter Barnes, Russell Ethel
ground level.
and form cordage to replace
lift, Otho Diggs, John Morgan, Gram.
Potato ground should be presupplies of Manila hemp, and
F. Morgan, Henry Towery, Davis,
pared
as
deep
as possible, 10
sisal formerly imported from
Chas. Curry, Matrons Club, Robert
.
i's
inches, for example. It should be
the Philippines and the Dutch
R. L. Jacobs, Mrs. Owen Howar
rs.
filled with rotted material, stable
East Indies.
Mr. Roy, Mrs. Moody son.
ilstead,
manure or green cover crop. The
.1vert, Miss Pamelia Gordon, Lynn
fertility should be high, and even
A homemakers' club in Madii's. B. Dunbar, J. W. McChes- lace,
though rotted stable manure is
son county has worked out a
•y, Rev. Rodolph Lane, Mr. Eva P
used, Victory garden fertilizer
definite car-sharing system, memEyelf on the ground, pilots know that ,hint
C. Hobby, John Marion Wood, Mrs.
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bers meeting at a central neighIce-cold Coca-Col.. Refresh.
Lewis, Miss Emery Kel- Phillip
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borhood store.
went comes to take its place.
Nodia Stuart, W. S. Morse,
Mrs.
ry,
fertilizer (3-8-7) should be used
aylor, Herman Nichols, Laur- Baker.
in the furrow, up to pound for
Carlisle county farmers have
a. Rogers, Euell Sweeney, Mrs. E. Gr..
SECTION OF DRYDOCK LAUNCHED—Center section of a huge steel floating drvdock—dimen- pound, fertilizer and seed. It
up to grow more than 500 acres
Mr.
Claude ry W
sions of which were not revealed by the Navy—is launched into the Hudson River at Newburgh, should be worked into the soil
•llie Childress,
of hemp for seed this year, comN. Y. When this center section and end sections previously launched are jointed, it is believed
'ood, Robert Howard Rice, Hen- Lizzie
so no "raw" fertilizer touches
pared to 170 pounds last year.
that
the drvdock will accomodate vessels up to the size of a cruiser.
Tudor, T. M. Hay, George Nall,
—AP Telemat the seed pieces, but kept near
caner, F. W. Franklin, Garrett Marvi
the furrow's bottom, to keep
Kairouan, in Tunisia, is the
chased
for
distribution
among
Among
mee, Mrs. W. R. Dunn, C. L. Steven
holiest city of Mosleum Africa.
potato's roots in deep, cool soil.
members of homemakers' clubs
hambliss, A. H. Oliver, Mrs. R. L. W •
Wartime limits the pep
The seed pieces should have
II
ply of Coca-Cola. Thow nen
in Harlan county.
. Oliver.
Crease
at least one eye, and be the
Continued from Page Three
when you can not get tr. remember
Mack Hopson, president fo the
Mable Glass, Urey Cook, W. H. Walter
Ewing hest choi.e.
ott
size
The
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Green
River
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cooperative
egg,
best
to
The
is
always
the
weigh
better
buy!
fluenced not a few solons on the West Kentucky Sheep
HELP WANTED
• first. Ask for it each tone.
liver, Mr. McKee Thompson, ing,
and Live- canning company in McLean. 14 ounce. One piece should be
Democratic side of the House.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
,rs. W. M. Ladd, Huel Pepper, Ann B.
stock Improvement Association, county has contracted for 150 dropped at a place, spaced 15
The Personnel Council anOf the two substitute proposals, has 900 ewes on his
rank Guess, W. G. Oden, Guy mon B
nounces examinations for posiacres of tomatoes for canning inches in the row, and the rows
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
farm.
tions in Social Security Agen- the Robertson measure is expect°alders, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, How to
In McCracken county, there this year.
cies in various sections of ed to have the better chance of are approximately 1,400
acqueline Shoulders, J. M. Ma- Crensh
A probable Franklin county
proKentucky. Typists, Stenogapassage. It is simpler, and in the ducers of strawberries, with
Poindexter, Hower
.11, Mrs. Floyd
an record in individual fat collection
phers, Field Workers, Child
current Congressional trend a average of 1.2 acres per
lyde Dalton, James Mashburn, H. Ba
for the war effort was made by
farm.
Welfare
Workers, Account measure that can be understood
A. E. Cravens, Sam Jones, mond
Many farmers in Edmondson Mrs. Lucien Trumbo when she
Clerks, Statisticians are wantreadily is certain to draw more county found that
,rs. Ruby Young, E. M. Child- Joe Ho
ed.
Fulwin oats turned in 30 pounds.
water than a more complex mea, Roy Jackson, L. C. Nelson, Denver
At the annual farm bureau
Write now for details and sure. The reaction against gov- withstood the winter, while comS. Caun, Mrs. J. R. Burk- lace
mon winter oats has frozen out. meeting in Henderson county,
application blanks which must ernment questionnaires
and indder, Jack Stevens, B. F. Hop- Crease
It is estimated that 95 percent 400 men and women watched
be filled in and mailed not
•r, Bill Milstead, J. M. Stevens, Mrs. E
later than April 18. Address: volved reports has made a deep of the tobacco planted in Mc- the burning of the indebtedness
D. B. Palmeter. Personnel Ex- impression on the present Con- Creary county will be Ky. 16. bonds on the farm bureau home.
lern 1.
1)', Mrs. 011ie Cliff, J. S. Jessie
iimination Supervisor, Frank- gress.
Members of homemakers' clubs
.- rtwright, Harry J. Long, Liz- wards,
In Livingston county, farmers
fort, Ky.
Another point in favor of the have agreed to grow 890 acres
i•- McLin, Etta McLin, Elizabeth Jessie :
of in Carroll county have purchased
Robertson plan is that it was in- soybeans for oil this year.
approximately 2,000 gladioli bulbs
Audry Wadlington James Stewar
troduced by a Democrat. The ma'ells, Mrs. Willie Groom,
A bushel of Bansei edible soy- for home beautification.
' Pearl Mrs. H.
jority report of the Ways and beans for seed have been
•,•ckburn, Leslie Lax, Mr. W W Rev W.
Approximately 2,000 pounds of
purMeans ,Committee was generally
waste fat were collected
by
tis, Mrs. W. W. Whit
• •
Mrs. ry, Mr
recognized to be thoroughly un- hill is that the Democrats who grocery stores in Murray in Feby McGough, Ruby
Guess. B, Mor.
popular politically. If a deter- cannot accept the Ways and ruary.
Y Guess, Leslie
Barber Boaz,
mined fight was made to pass Means Committee measure will
Ed Hopperton of Grant county
b, Mrs. L. H. Lowry John Larkin,
the measure as it emerged from muster enough strength to pass realized
approximately
2,500
..
George
Pettit'
Lewis, committee, it is the consensus some form of the Robertson sub- pounds of Ky. 16 tobacco on 1.3
ord, Mrs. Clifton Pruett:
MarRoy Boaz. E
that a number of Democrats with stitute.
acres last year.
, Catlett, Mrs.
ArnieRawls, er McA
political savvy would have de- eetteneememeteter,,lllllllaesseengttttt1.1111“1111111 llllllllllllll IllllllNMI.
llllllllllllKtitiNIMIIIININNIMMI
Katie Rawls.
.11.1111llllllnueneturtmami
wls. Mrs. Katie son, M
serted to the solid Republican
, McBride, Miss
Evelyn
n Phil- Chester
phalanx to pass the politically
more popular Ruml substitute.
The Robertson plan would take
away any attempt of the Republican minority to claim entire
credit for passing a popular tax
act. The two substitute bills are
for all practical purposes identiPUTS THE
cal in penalizing excessive incomes, and in retaining the popular features of the Ruml plan.
•••
With that in mind„ the consen•
•
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APRIL SHOWERS

NEED NOT

A best-selling laxative
ALL OVER THE SOUTH

goo'
it's thrifty

and fits most folks needs

I:y

t

Comfort

JOHANSEN

Convenience

Complete Service

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment

NOTICE!

during your stay are yours,

always, at

THE
In the furtherance of "Victory Gardens" and
with the sanction of the City Council, notice is
hereby given that dogs found running at large
after April 15, 1943, will be killed, and the city
ordinance forbidding the running at large of
chickens will be enforced.

E. E. JONES
Chief of Police

DR. W. L. CASH
Mayor

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from -home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.

•

•

• •

•

•

••

•

•• •
•

DAMPEN YOUR
APPEARANCE

•

•

.•
•
•
•
•

•

You can be well groomed and
neat
despite the weather if you have your
clothes cleaned whenever necessary.
Our tested and reliable dry cleaning
process is kind to fragile pastels and
fabrics and safely removes stains,
dirt
and grime, that tend to
deteriorate
materials. Especially no w,
when
clothes are more precious, our
dry
cleaning service helps apparel
conserving folk do a good job. Help
the
war effort by delivering and
calling
for your cleaned garments
whenever
possible . . . until after Victory!

.•
•
•
•
•

•
••
••

.•
•
•

••
•

...AND YOU CAN
SMART "JUDY"
IN

JOHANSEN'S

A PUNCHED -THRO
ACHIEVES THAT

For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.

Hopkinsyme.IINOIL
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day, April 8,
sday, April 8, 1943

ortrecht,
e

and Auto
nsuranee

Stock Co. Insur
• fe and
reliable.'
,
Phone
S. Jefferson st,

1
Wartime limirs the
Coca•Cola. Those tine
U cannot get it, remold:a
ng first choice, wiliest
foe it each time.
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al list Of
Cross War
d Donations
'harles Brooks, $10.00:
Board, Fredonia Telephone
ators, Mrs. Margaret Zurlen, Mrs. Tom Jones, Mary
cts Brown, Eddy Creek
emakers, C. S. Collier, Mr.
Mis. Allan Hubbard, $5; Mr.
Mrs. Sumner Jordan, $4.
B Brelsford, Mr. and Mrs.
on Carter. Mr. and Mrs.
M. Roach, Mr. and Mrs.
Stallins, Eddyville Road,
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs.
st Sells, $3. W. F. Lewis,
Cobb Homemakers, LakeClub, Mr. and Mrs. Colin
$1.50.
92 Donations
urge Winn, Ruble Hollowell,
and Mrs. Hewlett Hall, F.
rown, Miss Frances White,
Atha Stallins, Mrs. Leo FIRST
SYNTHETIC RUBBER FROM NEW PLANT—The first bales of synthetic rubber produced
at
on, Mrs. R. L. Linton, Mr. a U. S. government owned
plant at Baton Rouge, La., are weighed less than five months after
Mrs. Clyde Kilgore, Mr. ground was broken for construction
plant. Participating in the ceremony are W. A. S.
of
the
Mrs. Jesse Phelps, Mrs. J. F. Harmon (with arm on bales), project engineer of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber Co.; Guy B.
guess, Mr. and Mrs. Verdie Panero (dark coat), project manager for H. K. Ferguson Co., and A. M. Ives (right,
checking
kmur, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. weights), superintendent for Blaw-Knox Co.
—AP Telemat
lunur, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. lips,
J. M. Thompson.
Alvin Lisanby, I. G. Hollowell, Stone, T. H. Redd, Raymond
Rev. Everett McConnell.
E.
R. Hampton, Mrs. C. L. Everett Glass, Mrs. Cleveland Jenkins, C. A. Woodall,
Donations
One Dollar
Anna
R. Nichols, Mrs. Austin Oliv- Jones, Miss J. McNary, Miss T. Hays, Homer Mitchell. Mrs. Ivy Pickens, Mrs. Sallie Catlett, Mrs.
rs. Robert Austin, Mrs. J. J. B. Tyler, Miss B 0. Bradley, McKinney, Gus Deen, P. H. Mc- Tom Young, Mary Lou Pickens,
Hampton, Fannie Cormick, J. W. Creasey, A. F. L. Stallins, Mrs. R. B. Ratliff,
dy, Hubert Young, Robert Mrs. Lula
Ramey, Chas. E. Brown, Davis, Mamie Murphy, Charles Hanberry, J. R. George, Powell Bill Sparks, Suzanne
Sparks,
W. H. Blackburn, Mrs. John Sullivan, Minnie Crowder, Mrs. Oldham, George Davis, Oldan Lowell Davis. Mrs. Lowell Davis,
Coleman,
Wanda
Cummins,
Sid
Delmar
Shortt,
W.
EveMartin,
Mrs.
H. H. Mason, J.
Henry Hilkie, Fannie Pool, Mack
ton,
Baker, Bett Robbs, Z. D. Woodrow Blackburn, Dema Wat- lyn Cummins, Mrs. Eldon Camp- Rustin, Mrs. D. T. Gresham,
bell,
Mrs. H. L. Terry, Mrs. J. James Tandy, Mrs. McElroy, Mrs.
nge, Ross Lockhart, Mr. and son, Harriet Farley, Logan FarJimmie Gresham, Leona ley, 011ie Cummins, Edd. Barnes, W. Adams, Mrs. Flora Hubbard, John Mashburn, H. W. Pilaut,
der, Carl Darnell, Shellie Mrs. George Hawkins, Mrs. Mrs. Gretchen Corbin, Mrs. D. Luther Hayes, Mrs. A. M. Haratt, Walter Barnes, Russell Ethel McLin, Troy Blue, John M. Boaz, Summer Jordan, Owen vill, Mrs. Gus Deen, Martha
t, Otho Diggs, John Morgan, Grambell, Guss Bortaan, Phil Morris, Bud Scott, A. M. Sigler, Quisenberry, Mrs. Kate McF. Morgan, Henry Towery, Davis, A. E. Zumbro, Paul Sharp, Jasper Williamson, H. M. Evans, Chesney, Mrs. Chas. Hubbard,
Chas. Curry, Matrons Club, Robert White, Raymond Noble, Katherine Brasher, M. B. Brown, Aaron Cummins, Mrs. Chas. MarR. L. Jacobs, Mrs. Owen Howard Prescott, Harry Patter- Mrs. E. L. Strong, Fannie Cal- tin, Grace Farmer, Elmer Cook,
tead, Mr. Roy, Mrs. Moody son, R. C. Gray, Carl Morris, vert, W. B. Bond, W. H. Larkin, Jane Miller, Arthur Wharton,
vert, Miss Pamelia Gordon, Lynn Fuqua, Mrs. James Wal- T. A. Davis, I. Z. Lewis, Mrs. Carl Davis, Mrs. David Mitchell,
B. Dunbar, J. W. McChes- lace, Mrs. Onie T. Henson, Mrs. Eula Clark, Dixie Satterfield, Ike Coleman, Gus Kortrecht, J.
M. Cook, J. L. Watson.
Rev. Rodolph Lane, Mr. Eva Pickering, Mrs. Ellie Pugh, E. P. Peters, K. C. Sullivan.
W. B. Major, H. C. Russell, I.
Mrs. Joseph Loftus, Mrs. Frank
Hobby, John Marion Wood, Mrs. Katie McBride, Evelyn
D.
Worrell,
Mrs. Sarah Lawson, Cash, Mrs. Clifton Clift, William
ert Lewis, Miss Emery Kel- Phillips, Eula White, Mrs. H. H.
, Mrs. Nodia Stuart, W. S. Morse, Mrs. Hattie Hale, Fannie Vernon Burchett, Mrs. Frank Jones, W. D. Orange, Robbie Lou
ylor, Herman Nichols, Laur- Baker, W. H. Morse, Mrs. Willie Rowland, Mrs. Grace Cantrell, Hobgood, Mr. Robert Offett, Coy
Rogers,-Euell Sweeney, Mrs. E. Groom, Elizabeth Oliver, Aud- R. G. Schroeder, Mrs. J. D. Bur- Davis, Mrs. Lucien Greer, Miss
Mr. Claude ry Wadlington, James Wells, gess, George E. Martin, Mrs. Raquel Williams, Miss Rhonda
le Childress,
d, Robert Howard Rice, Hen- Lizzie McLin, Etta McLin, Frank Henry Hale, Mrs. Charles Cluke, Williams, W. C. Oldham. Cook
Tudor, T. M. Hay, George Nall, Mrs. Marvin Satterfield, Mrs. Margarete Calloway, Mrs. Oliver, Mrs. Duke Pettit, Jr., E.
rtner, F. W. Franklin, Garrett Marvin Satterfield, Mrs. Cris Roy Smith, Johnson Myers, Mr. S. Spurlock, J. H. Shuttlesworth,
Cravens, Conway Lacy, J. R. Amy Nichols, Lowell Hobby,
cc, Mrs. W. R. Dunn, C. L. Stevens.
ambliss, A. H. Oliver, Mrs. R. L. W. Peters, R. W. White, W. L. Beesley, Mrs. L. Kinsolving, R. Mrs. J. B. Hewlett, Mrs. J. L.
Creasey, R. T. Thompson, Mrs. C. Franklin, Miss Matie Gray, C. Walker, Raymond Moore, Mrs.
Oliver.
able Glass, Urey Cook, W. H. Walter Barnes, Medley Horn- J. Clayton, Mrs. Dique Eldred, Lyman Kilgore, Mrs. Mattie Dudver, Mr. McKee Thompson, ing, Mrs. Nola Barnes, Jackie Marshall Polk Eldred, Clem ley, S. C. Stevens, A. E. Hillard,
. W. M. Ladd, Huel Pepper, Ann Barnes, Marvin Sigler, Car- Blackburn, Mrs. Henry Hilkey, Ira Murray, Mrs. T. G. McCargo,
ank Guess, W. G. Oden, Guy mon Bogle, Joe Horning, J. W. Margarete Jones, C. M. Wood, Mrs. Urey Cook, Mrs. Florence
oulders, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, Howton, Curtis Crenshaw, S. R. Mrs. C. M. Wood, Mrs. James Nobel, Ruth Lide, W. R. George,
queline Shoulders, J. M. Ma- Crenshaw, K. C. Lowery, Charlie McCaslin, Charlotte Adams, Mrs. Leaman Mitchell, Frank PickerMrs. Floyd Poindexter, Howerton, Roosey Roberts, W. Mary Carter, Miss Vera Morse, ing, Mrs. John Lewis, D. W. Worde Dalton, James Mashburn, H. Barnes, F. H. Cullen, Ray- Mr. T. R. Hoch, Mrs. Carl Cun- rell, Annie Sigler, Harvey Moore,
s. A. E. Cravens, Sam Jones, mond Lowery, Dudley Horning, ningham, L. A. Walker, W. H. Catharine Morse, Johnny Glenn,
s Ruby Young, E. M. Child- Joe Holeman, J. W. Horning Sr., Marshall, Tressa Oliver, Jim Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mrs. E. PickRoy Jackson, L. C. Nelson, Denver Son, C. A. Beavers, Wal- Seely, Mrs. Homer Piercy, Mrs. ering, Mack Spickard, Harold
McGowan, Mrs. James Nichols,
S. Caun, Mrs. J. R. Burk- lace
Blackburn, Everett
B. E. L. McLin, Donald Roberts.
Mrs. Billy Newson, J. C. Vin- Charles McLin, R. H. Hyde, Mrs.
lder, Jack Stevens, B. F. Hop- Creasey, Thomas S. Horning,
r, Bill Milstead, J. M. Stevens, Mrs. Everett B. Creasey, Mrs. son, George J. Stevens, Isobel Ora Cantrell. J. 0. Franklin,
ern Ray, Mrs. 011ie Cliff, J. S. Jessie Williamson, Heber Edrtwright, Harry J. Long, Liz- wards, Mrs. J. L. Blackburn,
McLin, Etta McLin, Elizabeth Jessie Bogle, Daniel Sigler, Ruth
iver, Audry Wadlington, James Stewart, Marion Van Hoosier,
ells, Mrs. Willie Groom, Pearl Mrs. Homer Lamb, U. J. Bogle,
*wAAIII II erS USEFUL
ackburn, Leslie Lax, Mr. W. W. Rev. W. W. Ruthford, Ruby PerHis l'Epit sr*
.tis, Mrs. W. W. Whitis, Mrs. ry, Mrs. Heber Edwards, John
McGough, Ruby Guess, B. Morse, Dallis Mitchell, R. T.
A Delightful Variety!
hnny Guess, Leslie
Barber Boaz, Mrs. R. T. Boaz, S. J.
mb, Mrs. L. H. Lowry, John Larkin, S. M. Pierce, Tom P.
EASTER DRESSES
ghett, George Pettit, Roy Lewis, Mrs. J. C. Travis, Clint
ord, Mrs. Clifton Pruett, Mar- Boaz, Earl B. Williamson, Weav$4.98
Catlett, Mrs. Arnie Rawls, er McAlister, Mrs. Claude Robinrs. Katie Rawls. Mrs. Katie son, Mrs. Claude Wood, Mrs.
Casual and Dressy Types!
ae McBride, Miss Evelyn Phil- Chester Cravens.
Fascinating Spring Colors!
You'll be amazed by the
scope of styles in this budget-priced
group! Soft
sheer, dressy frocks or the
casual "Suit Type" frocks
so popular
this
Easter.
Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44.
PUTS THE

r4raNdizr;$

JOHANSEN

IC

SPRING

Figure Flattering Prints!

BUDGET DRESSES
$2.98

...AND YOU CAN PLAY THE ROLE OF A
SMART "JUDY" THIS SPRING, ADORNED

A PUNCHED -THROUGH -TREATMENT THAT
ACHIEVES THAT TWO -TONED EFFECT...

Budget

Coats,
Suits
$12.75

6.75 and 7.50

III

1.1R,NOLIES
Hopkinsville,

Kentucky

•

Stockholmn (R)—The Swedish
government has authorized the
letting of contracts to the Gotaverken, and the Eriksbergs Ship
Yards, both in Gothenbergs, for
the construction of one new
7,000-ton cruiser each for the
Swedish Navy.

Mrs. Fred Stallins, Ben Yandell.
Roy Moore, Mr. E. Young, Mrs.
L. A. Kelly, Mrs. Tom Jones,
Mrs. J. R. Kevil, Mrs. R. Farmer,
Mrs. Clyde Nuckols, Robert
Jacobs, W. H. Woodruff, Walter
Perry, Curtis George, Hattie
Louise Cook, Herman Stephens,
Luther Sigler, Garfield Perry,
R. B. Tandy, Mrs. Fred Pickering, Mrs. H. Mohon, John McDowell, Mr. H. Skees, Mrs. Boone
Piercy, W. D. Egbert, R. W. Lisanby, Clyde Spickard, E. C.
Tyrie.
E. E. Jones, W. R. Dunn, C.
R. Barnes, Helen Wells, Mrs. E.
W. O'Hara, Elmer and Sons,
Everett Cherry. Mrs. Roy Overby, Mrs. T.R. Butterworth, C. F.
Pastuer, C. A. Woodall, Mr.
Fred, J. E. Thompson, Mrs. John
Stinebaugh, Miss Eloise Dunn,
Mrs. P. M. Sells, Mrs. Frank
Craig, Russell Goodaker, C. A.
Dodge, Rebekah Henderson, Wilson Macy, Lucille Armstrong,
Bethel Solomon, J. H. Watson,
Mrs. McKee Thompson.
T. A. Downs, Rose Randolph,
Harry Randolph, Sarah Randolph, William Randolph, Louise
Jones, C. A. Horn, Mrs. C. A.
Horn, D. E. Murphy, Mrs. Jesse
Spickard, Shellie E. White, John
Wesley Prince, J. H. P'Pool,
George Wylie Brown, Sidney
Martin, Vilas Mitchell. Moscoe
Mitchell, Claude Davis, Mrs. M
Etheridge, Adrian Wilson, May
Williams, Garland Shoulders.
Charlie Tandy, Carwin Cash,
Frank Gordon, R. H. Silvey, Mrs.
Denia Dever, Mrs. J. R. Wynn,
Rev. Rodolph Lane, Mrs. L. B.
Ferguson, A. P. Baker, Mrs. A. P.
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Board, Mrs. Mary E. Sigler, Mr.
and Mrs. Talmage Sigler, Mrs.
Leonard
Barnes, Mrs. Rose
Board, Joe M. Kennady, E. R.
Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Harris, Miss Alma Board, Robert
Kemp, Elvis Sigler, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cruce, Mr. and Mrs.
Stewart Morse, Mrs. Florence
Clift.
Mrs. Russell Clift, Mr. and
raw

Mrs. Raymond Sigler, Mr. and
Mrs. Leemon Baker, Carmon
Rich, N. H. Tally, George T.
Baker, Clyde Crow, Jesse Downs,
Sam McNary, Mr. H. M. Stem bridge, K. C. Sullivan, R. R. McCalister, Mrs. 011ie Lewis, Byron
Boaz, Benny Mashburn, Mrs.
Felix Adams, Mr. and Mrs. R.
H. Hart, Mrs. Guy Ladd, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Wood, Mrs. J. W. Sells,
Marvin Davis, Mrs. S. M. Pierce,
Herman Brenda, W. L. Nichols,
Mrs. J. W. McChesney, Moody
Calvert, Ella
Meadors, Mrs.
Thomas Baker.
Mary Louise
Turley,
Mrs.
Nannie Dalton, Mr. and
Mrs.
John Martin, Mrs. Edd Hawkins,
Mrs. Alfred Ray, Mrs. Ernest
Jewel, Mrs. Darnell, Mrs. W. R.
Simons, Mrs. Noel Drennan, Mrs.
G. D. Stallins, Edward Blackburn, Miss Georgie Boaz, Mrs.
Roy Ashby, Mrs. C. A. Walker.
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'Shield Man"
Princeton, Ky.

Watch Your
Kidneys!
help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood'tram. But
kidneys sometimes lag In their work --do
not act ea Nature intended—fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache.
persistent headache, attacks of dizziness,
getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyee—a feeling of nervous
anxiety and lose of pep and strength
Other signs of kidney or bladder die
order are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There ehould be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Doon'• Ptila. Coon's have been winning
new friends for more than forty years.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful moplie the
country over. Ask your seilk
I

DOAN'SPILIS
Everybody reads The Leader

•WE HAVE AN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD
PERMANENT POSITION FOR EXPERIENCED AND WELL RECOMMENDED
SALES-LADY.

PHOENIX
9th AT MAIN

(Formerly Phoenix Pharmacy)
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

WITHOUT CO -MAKERS
APPLICATIONS FROM FARMERS ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
If it's inconvenient to make your application in person, tear
out and mail this ad to our office and full information will
be mailed to you promptly.

1061
/
2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone
470

Maurice French
Manager

nters a e mance
COP POP AT ION of KY

INEOPPOff ATED

WORK SHOES THAT WEAR
RETAN UPPER
FULL LEATHER MIDDLE SOLE
COMPOSITION OUTER SOLE
Rubber Heel *395
Sizes to 12
Pair

Other Work ShoesPriced

$2.79 and $2.95rair
For Spring!

Sport
Coats
$11.90

Select from an
Men! Here's favall - star Easter
ored Town-Clad
collection!
. .
all-wool quality
Tweeds, p la i ds
in herring-bones,
or soft - toned
checks.
pastels.
1 98 Men's Marathon Hats 3.98
Girls' Easter Dresses
Boys' Poplin Wash Suits.1.98 Men's Spring Slacks 4.98

In Turf Tan and Black. Brown Gabardine
and Black Patent.

Swedish Navy

Carlsbad, N M. (JP)—Paul Ball,
rural rehabilitation supervisor,
caught a cottontail rabbit while
lie was driving through the
country. He placed it, alive, in
the glove compartment of his car.
That night, at home, he was listening to the radio and heard the
announcer mention "rabbit." Ball
snapped his fingers; then clashed
to the garage and rescued the
bunny from the glove compartment. Brother rabbit had eaten
his sugar ration coupons and was
starting on the gas rations.

Pumps,Straps, Ties

Cleverly styled spun rayons in one and two-piece
types! A fine assortment of
the much-in-demand button
front models too! Sizes for
all, 12 to 20, 38 to 44.

IN JOHANSEN'S NEW FOOTWEAR WITH

Rabbit Eats Ration Meal

LADIES' NEW EASTER
FOOTWEAR

(1)

SHOES

rage seven

249
— and 14295 Pair
WORK SOX 10e PAIR

.P
6

rfl

.Pnnia Nino%

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

IT'S SMART IF

54-Gauge FULL-FASHIONED I25
RAYON HOSE
Pair

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"
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Community Leaders
Plan Quick Meals

Glider 'Killers'
To Be Trained
At Louisville
(By Associated Press)
Louisville.—The United States
Army's first glider pilot combat
school will open next week at
Bowman Field army air base
here with the announced aim of
training glider pilots "to become
proficient killers."
Equipment, instructors a n d
many of the students of the
Glider Combat School, a unit of
the first troop carrier command,
already have arrived at the base,
officers announced. Hundreds of
glider pilots graduated from other army schools are expected to
come here for the 2I-weeks'
course.
Commandant of the school is
Lt. Col. E. P. Curry, who was
GERMANY HAS INVASION JITTERS—Roundabout reports from
transferred here from Stout Field
Europe told of Allied parachute troops establishing a Norwegian
Indianapolis.
base from which to raid Nazi-held factories (1), adding to GerHis aides are Capt. George E. man invasion fears. Britain established a forbidden zone along
McCullough, ground trainer, and
portions of her shores (black outlines) from which an invasion
might spring (2). Italians announced Sicily had become a "fortiMaj. Mike Murphy, an internafied outpost" (3) and frankly feared attack. A Nazi-formed "army
tionally-known figure in aviation
who holds American and inter- of the Balkans" for defense against invasion (4) was reported.
And to the east lies the Russian foe (5). Turkish military men,
national championships in aerial
meanwhile, conversed wit the Allies in North Africa.
acrobatics, flight trainer. A technical trainer is yet to be named.
"Main objective of the school
is to make effective fighters a:
these pilots so that when they
land their air-borne infantry they
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
(By Rachel Turley)
themselves will be dangerous
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Out- Moore.
soldiers," Maj. W. C. Worcester, land and chlidren, Charles and
Mrs. Cameron Klinges, Deco-ordinating officer for the
Truitt, were dinner troit, Mich., Mrs. Riley James
Donald
school, announced.
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. and Elvis Marion, Mrs. Lola
'The training will be similar
J. J. Koon.
Vinson, Flatrock community, were
to that given parachute troops,
Mrs. Arlie Vinson and child- recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
except much more rigid. The
ren, of Evansville, spent last W. W. 'Green.
men will be taught every method
weekend with her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Roy Ashby underwent an
of killing—use of small arms,
and Mrs. C. A. Wilson.
*peration on her eye Friday in
knives, judo and such.
John Perkins was the dinner Princeton.
"For three hours each day
guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Wilma Green is visiting
they will be given flight training
Hillyard Monday.
Mrs. Riley James, Marion.
in the gliders and motor-driven
Mrs. J. G. Phelps, Evansville,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rice, Hendplanes; three hours will be deis visiting her parents, Mr. and erson were dinner guests Sunday
voted to technical training and
Mrs. J. E. Boone.
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rice.
two to physical training.''
Miss Edna Baker spent last
Many of the big gliders deWylie
week with Miss Margarite
signed for carrying infantry, each
of Princeton.
with a capacity of 15 men, have
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Parish
arrived at the base and more are
(Nemo)
were dinner guests Sunday of
expected soon. They carry heavy
Mrs. P. P. Parish, MarMrs. Maude Overby, Hopkinsloads of equipment, such as peeps Mr. and
ville, spent the weekend with
and large guns, as well as men. ion.
Mr. Ed McDowell has returned the family of H. P. White,
"We tow as many as three
Missouri where
Mrs. Edwin Jacob and Miss
gliders behind a plane," Major returned from
taking treatments. Frances White, Princeton, were
he
has
been
Murphy said. He said it was
He is still uinmproved.
home last weekend.
possible for a proficient pilot to
The cheer leaders gave the
Mrs. R. M. Dunn left Sunday
loop-the-loop in one of the 3,600basketball boys a supper Mon- night to join her husband who
pound gliders.
day night. Colors for decorating is located in Rhode Island.
and the
Uncle Sam has called another
Approximately 77,000 acres of were orange and gold
decorated in the one of our home boys, William
rubber are under cultivation in tables were
form of V in the center.
Cline Davis, who is leaving someLiberia.
Mr. and Mrs. K. V. Bryant time this week.
and daughter, Marcia, Princeton,
Mrs. Ivan Pepper shopped in
SKIIACIFI-N044OR
were dinner guests Sunday of Princeton one day last week.
The 30-minute ITCH treatMr. and Mrs. Howard Rice.
ment Only ONE applicaUan
Mr. Walter Yates, one of our
necessary. No grease. se
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Bennett railroad men, is suffering with
mess, no soiled clothing, se
n.
time lost from school
AS and son, of Madisonville, visited an injured eye.
an aid to PREVENT ITCH.
M.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young SunMrs. Jack P'Poole has been
1
4
4
1 t
Sulphur
e th
"
Elio
dEl
ailyG
.e2SedOat
Soap
day afternoon.
your
Floreafm
quite ill with rheumatism.
Mutts Lab..
te.iiitAki,
and
sMr. and Mrs. Alvie Babb
Mr. William Robinson was in
family visited Mr. and Mrs. A. our town Monday.
YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM
A. Babb, Sunday.
Mrs. John Rice, who has been
ill of flu, is improving.
Miss Mildred Harris, Evans(By Mrs. John Thompson)
If you suffer from hot flashes, dizziville, spent last weekend with
ness, distress of "irregularities", are
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. EveThe health of this vicinity is
weak,nervous—due to the functional
"middle-age- period in a woman's
very good at this writing.
rett Harris.
life—try Lydia E. Finkham's VegeMiss Katherine Green is visitRichard Smith called on his
table Compound. It's helped thouing Miss Mary Evelyn Cox, Mar- son, Guy Smith, Friday.
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Junior Thompson called on Mr.
ion.
Follow label directions. Finkham's
Mrs. L. B. Jenning and Betty and Mrs. P. E. Pugh Friday.
Compound Is worth trying!
Isaac Oliver spent several days
Jean, Carrollton, Ky., were recent
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. 0. Oliver, recently.
There is Sunday School and
prayer meeting every Sunday
and Sunday night. Come and
bring someone with you.
Mrs. Lucy Mae Boyd and children called on Mrs. Ellie Pugh
one evening this week.
Louard Boyd and Duard Boyd
called on Junior Thompson one
evening recently.

FREDONIA NEWS

Cobb News

20, tu:

Fairview News

Time savers and short cuts in
preparing meals were studied by
food leaders from community
clubs at a training meeting held
Thursday at the home of Mrs. D.
W. Satterfield. Miss Florence
in
Imlay. extension specialist
foods and nutrition, College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, was in charge.
Reminding leaders that hasty
meal preparation may be necessary, particularly during the
spring months, Miss Imlay stressed use of good planning to maintain proper nutrition, and listed
numerous short cuts in preparation. Herb plants to be used for
home-grown seasonings were distributed to each leader attending.
Present were Mesdames Wilson
Glenn and L. W. Guess, Crider;
Mrs. Lyman Kilgore, Eddyville
Road; Mrs. W. P. Crawford, Otter Pond; Mrs. H. A. Goodwin,
Princeton; Mrs. F. N. Adams and
Mrs. W. D. P'Pool, Hopson; Mrs.
Boyd Satterfield and Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield, Eddy Creek.

Eddy Creek Homemakers
Eddy Creek Homemakers met
with Mrs. Badger Gray Thursday afternoon, March 25, when
food leaders, Mrs. 0. B. Satterfield and Mrs. D. W. Satterfield,
gave a demonstration on making
yeast breads. The meeting was
conducted by Mrs. S. J. Satterfield. Also included in the program was a lesson on home
nursing and a recreation hour.
Members present were Mesdames J. C. Gresham, D. W. Satterfield, Martin Oliver and Miss
Nancy Scrugham. Mrs. Price
Lester was a visitor.

Hopkinsville Road
Homemakers
The Hopkinsville Road Homemakers met at the home of Mrs.
Lester Paris Friday afternoon,
March 26, with eight members
and a visitor present. Mrs. Press
Blackburn, club chairman, was
in charge.
Major project on making yeast
breads was led by Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin. The minor project was
presented by Miss Nancy Scrugham, home demonstration agent,
and the recreation program was
conducted by Mrs. Paris, in the
absence of Mrs. Don Boitnott.
The club will meet with Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong in April.
Present were: Mrs. P. J. Blackburn, Mrs. J. F. Graham, Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong, Mrs. Bernard
Jones, Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Mrs.
M. T. Guess, Mrs. Lester Paris,
Mrs. Ellen Paris and Miss Nancy
B. Scrugham.

Ky. Coal Tonnage
Highest Since 1927
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort, April 6—Kentucky
produced 63,463,706 tons of coal
last year, greatest tonnage in any
year since 1927.
Reporting that to the Governor today, G. Moss Patterson.
chief of the State Department of
Mines, said the State's coal output last year e ceeded 1941 by
9,317.893 tons. It came from 1,521 mines in 45 counties, 140
more mines that were in operation in 1941.
The State's 1942 oil production,
Patterson stated, was 4,256,371
barrels, a 598,216 drop from 1941.
He said the reduction was due
to lower prices.
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Helen Priebe, 18, (above) member of a wealthy Lake Forest,
Ill., family, was abducted with
two young men companions by
a gang of five men. The three
were riding home from Chicago
and were near Lake Forest when
their car was forced off the
road by the gang. The youths
were released in Chicago's north
side and the girl later on the
south side. Police Lieut. John
Warren said he believed the
gang had planned to kidnap the
girl and hold her for ransom.

Great Work Done
For Ky. Cripples
"Members of this community
and all Kentuckians can be proud
of the year's record of achievement made by the Kentucky
Crippled 'children Commission,"
said Neil Dalton, State chairman of the Easter Drive of the
Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children, April 10 through April
25.
With funds raised in part by
last year's drive, the commission
has been able to remove 3,515
children from the waiting list
and to treat an average of 226
children a month at a per capita
cost of $143.25. Thirty-six clinics
were held and 1,743 cases examined.
A special ward was opened at
Kosair Hospital, Luoisville, where
successful application of the
Kenny method of treating infantile paralysis received favorable
comment from Sister Kenny during a visit to Louisvlile last
last month.
In addition, plans have been
made to build one or more badly
needed convalescent homes after
the war.
Desptie the heavy burdens imposed by the war effort, there
is no reason to feel that Kentuckians will give anything less
than whole-hearted support to
the Easter drive. "What the best
and wisest parent wants for his
own child, that must the community want for all its children," Mr. Dalton said.
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OPTOMETRIST
E. Main St.

Phone 250

Springtime is Wall Paper
time Let me serve you
with the same quality service I have rendered in the
past.

Are You Going To Buy?

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing
To make this simple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporicily deafened, bothered by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax
(ceriunen). try the Ourine Home
Method test that so many say has
enabled them to hear %MI again.
You must hear better after making this simple test or you get
You motfey back at once. Ask
about Ourine Ear Drops today
at Dawson's Drug Store.
adv.
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If you're a really wise purchasing agent for your family, anxious to make every penny do
the work of two, you'll talk it
over with your electric
appliance dealer before deciding
on a specific appliance. Tell him
what you need for your parti-

SHOP WORK,ORDER
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Spring is in the air, and
with Spring comes a
yearning among styleconscious women for a
smooth, new hair-style
that will act as a bracer
for their wgary winter
spirits and—friore practi
cally—a style that will
compliment their Easter
bonnets.
Soft natural - looking
permanent waves, consisting o foils, cream and
sisting of oils, cream and
guaranteed— fresh, new
supplies being used.
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POINTEX HEEL

Potatoes there will b

GRACE'S BEAUTY SHOP
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For'quality in service and where prices
are right, drive into our
for that spring check-up.
We will give you a thorough job of washing,
greasing, with our modern facilities. We are equipped to
charge your batteries and clean you!
spark plugs in a very little while. Don't

(In buck of Sharp's Beauty Shop)
Grace McMorris, Prop.
Phone 478

Attend this meeting
phase of the war pro

station today

wait—Drive in today!
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Australian Army
To Use Kentucky
Twist For Money

s State Needs
0,000 Acres
orn This Year

Says U. S. To Turn
Out 90,000 Planes

Singer Wounded

Found Slain

(By Associated Press)
Chicago.—The United States
will reach its 1943 productim ,
goal of 90,000 planes, believe'
Lieut..Gen. William S. Knudsen,
director of production for the
Army.
Asserting that "you can't hold
American industry back," Knudsen told a press conference Wednesday night, "I am confident
we can handle any task required
by us. Speed of production is
nothing but accuracy. Once you
get the hang of how to make a
thing you can turn it out in
great quantities. That's where
America shines. We learn to
make things accurately."

Kentucky tobacco growers ma \
insure a supply of feed for
profit by the request of Ho
irge numbers of livestock
Australian army that the United
ducky, the State College of
States Food Distribution Adminilture at Lexington believes
istration, send it 20 to 30 tons
growing should be increased
of twist chewing tobacco a
first World War figure
month. The Aussies do not expect to chew their way toward
000,000 acres. This would
a Pacific victory, but hope to
about 275,000 acres more
"spend" their way.
is usually grown in KenFor many years natives of
0
6,000,00
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to
the
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00,000
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estock numbers are among
chewed twist, but they have
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the water after bombing a 5,000-ton ship in the Nile delta, ac- airman is packing a few sticks
is the winter-killing of barcording to the caption that accompanied this picture, which was of twist he has a chance of buyfor
fall
last
—AP Telemat 4ng mangoes and obtaining a
and oats sowed
received in New York from Lisbon.
ter and spring grazing.
Indigestion So Bad Was
guide through the jungle back to
addition to increased corn
Afraid To Eat Solid Food.
base.
his
flg, the College suggests
Felt Achy From Toxic
tobacco is not the conThis
,eeding of lespedeza, soyg, States Mr. LangCloggin
l loop U. S. chewers
ventiona
sudan grass and cane as
Thirteen -year old Lamont
Tells Of Happy Reham.
but is 'twisted like rope
know,
e and hay crops. Where allief Through Retonga.
and cut in 7-inch lengths which Hornbeck, 4-H Club member in
stands are thin, it is reeomMr. W. S. Langham, well
are pressure-flattened into sticks Hardin county, has his plans all
tied that seed be broadcast
one-fourth inch thick and one- made for a better garden this known retired business man, respring, as one means of inhalf inch wide. Made mostly of year than last, says Home Agent siding at 300 So. 10th St., Nashsing hay production.
dark types, the sticks are heavily Dorothy Gentry. Then he re- ville, Tenn., ideclares:
any farmers are said to be
"For about ten years I haven't
"cased" with a dressing from a ceived the gold medal for havning to use trench silos this
sceret formula, and are deep ing the outstanding 4-H Club known what it was to enjoy a
In them can be put blue.-black.
garden in the county, although meal for fear of indigestion. I
alfalfa, sudan grass, cane
The request was rated "finish- it was his first year in club finally got so I was afraid to
,rn• ensilage.
eat solid foods. Still, I suffered
Mr. W. S. Langham
ed war material." That placed it work.
for
above "essential material
After plowing was done by with bloating, the pressure so
stubborn constiparice 1906, children from poor
civilians" in priority for cargo Mr. Hornbeck, Lamont and his strong it seemed it would cut bloating and
I feel stronger and have
les in Great Britain have respace. Twist is money.
younger brother took over, do- off my breath. I felt under- tion.
back several pounds of
free meals at school.
ing the planting and cultivating. nourished and weak with hard- gained
lost weight. I wish every
my
walk
to
energy
or
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mostly
seed,
for
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They
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Hard Of Hearing
To make this simple, no risk Booms In Memphis
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WELL KNOWN BUSINESS
ES RETONGA
ORS
END
MAN
pion
Cham
en
Gard
Plans Better Job

r Hallie C. Watt

ime is Wall Paper
et me serve you
same quality servve rendered in the

Remember Mothers....

Cottage Cheese
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NOTICE

made in our completely sanitary plant, of rich, wholesome Milk, is

Not Rationed!
Use it .illandanily for 4i40011 Nourishmene

TO ALL FARMERS

Just As

It Will Pay You To Grow

Victory Gardens

Sweet Potatoes
•
of the PrinceA meeting will be held in the County Court Room
t of the growing
ton Court House Saturday, April 10, in the interes
The Governof Sweet Potatoes for the feeding of Allied forces.
bushel. If the farmers
ment is guaranteeing a minimum of $1.15 a
acres of Sweet
of Caldwell and Lyon counties will contract for 250
in Princeton, Kentucky.
Potatoes there will be a receiving station
of this important
Attend this meeting and learn the full details
phase of the war program.
•

e Food Cooperative
Kentucky and Tennesse
D, TENN.
SPRINGFIEL

Supplement Your Rations

So
Princeton Creamery

Golden Guernsey
Grade A Pasteurized

MUM
increases the vitamin content of your milk.
Sound nerves, better appetite and a healthful, youthful appearance are
greatly aided by drinking, daily, plenty of our Milk. It goes about the
business of building you up in a pleasant, nutritiously delicious way!

CO.
PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER
B. T. Daum, Prop.

Main at Cadiz Streets

:
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Thursday, April 8
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Rumsey Taylor, Jr.
Heads Beta Club

State's First Negro Women's
Defense Corps Is Formed Here

At

U.

of

Wisconsin

The George Washington Carver ant, Willie Lee Webb; Second
At a meeting of the local Chapter of the Women's Defense
Lieutenant, Mamie Blakley;
chapter of the National Beta Corps, first Negro organization Chaplain, Q. V. Fox; Treasurer
,
Club at Butler High School, of its kind in Kentucky, was Ruthie Bolton; Sergeant-at-Arms
Lay not up for yourselves
April 2, officers were elected formed here April 2, by. Capt. Ada Husband; Physical Educatreasures upon earth
Clarence Wilson, of Middlesbroo, tion, Rose E. Crutchfield, Finanfor 1943-44: Rumsey Taylor, Jr., Ohio,
where moth and rust doth
with 23 members.
cial Secretary, Lucy
Ratliff,
president' Joe Long, vice-presicorrupt, and where
The chapter has five objectives: Sergeants, Bernice Wimberduff
dent; Johnnie Moss, secretary,
Melvin Hickerson, Princeton,
thieves break thru and
To aid the welfare, moral and and Ruth Greenwell; Corporals,
and Suzanne Sparks, treasurer. general needs
steal: but lay up for
of service men; Mollie Webb, Ina Calvert, Willie who is stationed at Camp BarkNew Chairman for the program to keep military
yourselves treasure in
and home ties Annie Tinsley.
been
recently
ley.
Texas,
has
committee is Marilu Howton, as- closely bound,
for where your
heaven,
to cooperate with
Privates:
Lola
Baker,
Jennie
promoted
mess-serrank
to
of
sisted by Martha Jane and Ouida Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
treasure is there will
Coast Smith, Mary Jones, Annie Hamp- geant. His wife and family reside
Lester. The retiring president, Guard, National
Defense Coun- ton, Evelyn
your heart be also
George, Naomi on Maple St.
Joe Kircheval, presided. The new cil, Red Cross
—Matthew 6: 19,21
and other patriotic Scott, Betty Hobbs, Goldie Hunt*
*
*
president named committees for organizations,
to volunteer for er, Verbal Frazier.
Pvt. Tally Baker, Fredonia,
the coming year.
any service to assist in achieving
The name, George Washington who has been stationed in New
The group planned a party to victory, to
make no distinction Carver, was selected in honor York City,
has been discharged
be given at the home of Mrs. as to race, color or creed.
of the Negro scientist. Miss from the Army due to ill health.
Fanny Akin, Washington street,
Officers and personnel: Cap- Margie Baker, of 407 N. Semin* * *
the night of April 16. Miss Sarah tain, Margie
Baker; Adjutant, ary street, is captain of the
Hobert C. Lewis, son of NI:
Trotter is sponsor of the club. Juanita McNary;
Pvt. John Perkins, U. S. Army,
t
It, t
V 11 ,
01 III
I
First Lieuten- organization here in Princeton.
Caldwell
Present were Margaret Terry
who is stationed in North Caro- and Mrs. J. M. Lewis,
Ocin
Navy
the
County,
joined
Davis, Allie Butler, Martha Jane
lina, is on a fourteen-day furElectrical "Sentries"
Lester, Ouida Lester, Lillian Nell
lough visiting relatives in Fre- tober. He is a second class sea7..1
DiRit itnts
RI, 10 iiIs
man, in radio training at the
Many American war productLester, Virginia Evans, Leslie
donia.
ncsi s
•
University of Wisconsin. He is
* * *
Barber Lamb, Marilu Howton, ion plants today are being
I NI' I '.111% III
\
Martha Crowell, Marguerite Wy- guarded by tiny "robot sentries,"
Bill Laverty, son of Mrs. Rob- a graduate of Cobb High School.
_
lie, Virginia Colson, Jean John- another contribution of electricit
erta Laverty, recently enlisted
y
ston, Margaret Ann Cartwright, for Allied victory. Developed
Closing the War Fund cam- in the Army Air Corps and is
Beautiful Volume of these famous Bowles, mailed free on res
by
Anna Katherine Pruett, Billy du Pont engineers, these
small paign with $5,555.55 subscribed, awaiting call to duty. Re expects
Lowry, Johnnie Moss, Joe Kirch- devices have been called sabo- the Caldwell County Red
April 15.
(Continued from Page One)
Cross to leave around
*
*
*
eval, James Lisanby, James Lee teur-proof. They are stationed Chapter is in sound
Wiping out the store-by-store
financial
Beck, Bobby Taylor, Norman in miles of wire fences
Billy Hodge, who recently
around condition for, by exceeding its
meat price maximums which
Bromley, Charles Dorroh, Wayne plants, and the acoustic
fence quota more than $2,000, it is joined the Marine Corps, will formerly permitted any estabChandler and Claude Holeman. "overhears" birds chirping,
all allowed to retain 51 percent of leave April 14 for San Diego, lishment to charge its highest
sorts of small sounds, and even the money, instead of 33 per- Calif., where he will receive basic price of March, 1942,
the new
The Leader leads in its field. whispers. The cutting of
one of cent, Frank G. Wood, campaign training.
action set down in cents-a-pound
*
*
*
the wires would sound like the
If extraordinary demands come
the price of sirloin in Detroit,
crack of doom. Every sound chairman said Tuesday.
Waymon Wyatt, brother of hamburger in New York,
veal
picked up is relayed to a cen- to the chapter, they now can be Mrs. Alice Denham, who has cutlets
in San Francisco, and so
tral control room, where crews handled from funds on hand, Mr. been in North Africa since De- on for each
grade of 102 cuts
of guards and their squad cars Wood said. The chapter has num- cember has recently been proof beef, veal, lamb and mutton
await to rush to any threatened erous demands incident to the moted to rank of Provost Ser- in each
of 12 zones. These zones
point at an instant's notice.
war, in addition to the regular geant. He has been in the Army are
identical with the pork zones,
calls for assistance, he said.
eight years. Mrs. Wyatt is mak- except that midweste
rn 4 and
A final list of donors was an- ing her home on W. Main St.
4-A zones are combined for other
*
*
*
nounced by the chairman. It
cuts. The meat cuts are all the
appears on page 7 of this issue.
Lieut. Gid Shelby Pool has ordinary types and correspon
10:30 A. M.
d
recently been transferred from with ration lists.
Camp Campbell to Ft. Knox.
Wedding Rings Loaned
As in the case of pork, small
At the home of the late W. E. BRIGHT
Corporal Jerry Spickard, sta- independent stores will be per(By Associated Press)
For The Ceremony
* * *
mitted
to
charge
one
to
three
Main St., Princeton.
Washington. —The Agriculture
Newcastle-On-Tyne (IP) — The tioned at McClelland Field, Sac- cents a pound more
than chains
Department has removed
all preacher will marry you and ramento, California, is on fur- or large
independ
ents (defined
types of fencing from the list of provide the ring
in this corner lough, visiting his parents, Mr. as stores that did more than
farm machinery and equipment of northeast England,
but you and Mrs. Mack Spickard.
$250,000 business last year).
Household and Kitchen Furniture
on the ration list.
*
*
*
have to give the ring back.
Coupled with meat rationing,
Officials said this action was
Prompted by the scarcity of
Corporal William Scott Ferrell, now in its second week, the
TERMS
CASH
prompted by several develop- wedding rings, the
ministers in- Princeton, has been enrolled in new prices were said by OPA to
ments including
inability
of augurated the practice of lend- a snecial course of instruction at provide
"readily
identifiable
many local agricultural farm ing gold bands
for the cere- the Signal Corps' school at Camp ceilings to shoppers in each
city,
boards to act promptly upon ra- mony.
Murphy, Florida.
town
or
hamlet . . and strike
tioning applications, and issuance
Diamond engagement rings are
* * *.
a
telling
blow at black markets
of a regulation by War Product- something
almost unheard of,
E. Y. B. Foster, U. S. Army, in meats . . . and will make it
ion Board allwoing dealers to for their
manufacture was stop- is visiting his wife, the former impossible for black
Administrator
market opsell limited quantities to fencing ped ih October,
1942.
Marguerite Joiner here
this erators to continue to pose as
users other than farmers without
BYRD M. GUESS, Auctioneer
week. He is stationed at Ft. legitimate retailers."
the necessity of getting ration
Cork is principally cultivated in Benning, Georgia.
certificates.
Spain and Portugal
* * *
Everybody reads The Leader.
Wavle R. Fraim, Princeton, has
recently been promoted to rank M• IIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111E11111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffilla
of Corporal Technician, Fifth
Grade in the Railway Operating
E.
Battalion, Camp Thomas A.
Scott, Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
* * *
Pvt. Harry Joiner, Jr., Fort
Leonard Wood, Missouri, spent
Have you planted your early vegetables in your
last weekend with home-folk
Victory Garden yet? Help your.
self and help your Government by planting
here.
a
good
garden. Anticipate your crop
* * *
and accumulate your canning supplies now.
More for your Money all the lime :•-•
Jack Blackburn, U. S. Army, is
on furlough this week visiting
his wife, in Fredonia.
* * *
HI-Life, dehydrated Co
Butterscotch Dipped
Reginald Mitchell, U. S. N.,
lb. 23(
klbbled biscuits, pk.;
stationed at Corpus Christi,
Texas, is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Mitchell. He
for best appearance and
Lone Star
lowest cost per year. In this period of
lb.
is in the Air Corps.
Shoe Polish
* * *
scarce and high-priced labor, it
bottle 10c
is wiser to buy the better qualOrbie Jones, U. S. N., stationity which can be cleaned
ed at Boston, Mass., is on leave
next year at a small cost per room.
2
lb. box
Flaky
Crescent
visiting relatives here.
* * *
bottle
S
HOLSUM MUSTARD, salad style
horse
Sgt. Edward R. Brown of the
radish or duseldorf,
U. S. Army Medical Corps spent
tip top quality
several days, with his parents,
Octagon
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brown, prior
cake
to reporting for Officer CandiLoving Cup
We Invite Your Inspection Of Our
date School in Texas.
16 oz. pkg.
OCTAGON LAUNDRY SOAP
Everybody reads The Leader.
large size cake, Sc
cakes19

War Fund Quota
Over-Subscribed

Ceiling Prices On

PUBLIC SALE!

1

WallPaper

Saturday, April 17

All Farm Fencing
Off Ration list

Gordon Brigh

Walker Has It
Princeton

Phone 77

GARDENS ARE POPPIN

BUY

Good Wallpaper
1942 LINE

PAPER

$3.69 $4.29

PAPER

$6.09

Including Wall, Ceiling

PAPER

$9.09

Cornetts
•

Hopkinsville,

PINK GRAPEFRUIT

Incorporated

STATIONERS

Kentucky

WANTED—Man for Rawleigh
Route in Caldwell county.
Permanent if you are a hustler. For particulars write Rawleigh's, Dept. .KYB-215-103A,
Freeport, Ill, or see Claud M.
Young, Kuttawa, Ky. 18-25-4
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson, Louisville.
Ky.

no

.ww•

A

••••

SHREDDED RALSTON, bite size
14( ...whole wheat biscuit
Pkg. I

Crackers

Cracken Good

G

lb o.x

21(

.

••••
••••

largest size

. 11%

CALIFORNIA CARROTS
tender and sweet
bunch 81(

each
• • •
ORANGE Jumbo Florida
rich in juice & flavor

EATING POTATOES 10
large size

Box Winesap and
Red or Golden Deliciou
s
APPLES
pound

Tender
FRESH BEETS

FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
36-15tp

Delivery

_

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

FOR SALE: Ford V-8, 1935 Model, 4-door Sedan. Tires fair.
Motor in good condition. Ewin
Smith. Bell street.
1 tp
FEMALE HELP WANTED: Women—no experience necessary
for general work in large tearoom kitchen, near Chicago.
Starting salary $20 a week plus
meals. Chance to learn restaurant cooking. Transportation refunded.
Write
Hearthstone
Restaurant, Winnetka,

Other qualities
4c, 5c, 7 1-2c & 10c a roll

lb.

(1 cereal bowl free with
each 2 pkgs.)

TOMATO PLANTS ready now.
Egg plants, cabbage and pepper ready in season. A. H.
Templeton. Phone 103-J.
2t

and Border

In Stock For Immediate

Fig Bar

FOR SALE: 1 pair good work
mules; also one good young
saddle and work mare. See
Alvin Lisanbv.
2t

Average Size Room Cost
15c
20c
35c
60c

Dog Food
14 Jet Oil
21f Furni
ture Polish Os.
Toilet Soap

Water Softener
10it
Cookies
16c
Wheat Flakes...,1pkg..22(

CLASSIFIED ADS

The Finest Selection We Have
Ever Shown

PAPER

Cakes
Cookies
Soda Crackers

31f
bunch 81(

Fancy Hot House
TOMATOES

doz. 45
122
2k

oosevelt Acts To

•
Ceilings
o
psetnfa
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dopiaxi
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prices on all cost-o
les, as has already b
e case of meats. He a
le problem resembles
ed stool: food prices
d
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d taxationr, and
fourth His executive
a step in the dir
nting the stool fro
over, he said, but C
has to provide the

PRICES TOO HI
• Moves To Increase
upplies and Lower C
lags on Livestock
(By Associated Press
ashongton.—Moving to
production of meat,
poultry products and
the administration's
n program, Food A
r Chester C. Davis an
progrogn designed to
and supplies of feed
hand with prices an
of livestock on the
e program provides f
tion of feed grains
and Australia to s
t dwindling domestic re
an increase in corn pri
Mid-west to start "f
of that grain mov
again.
said the p
no increase in the
g.
taring that livestock
rly hogs, are too
lation to OPA ceilin
the administrator said
will be placed on h
measures do not
about a
reduction

rid Salvage
ling At Mari
ounty leaders In

op Collection T
fiend
te Salvage officials
an important meet'
tY salvage leaders at
, Marion, at 7:3
tonight, J. L. Groom,
einmtY chairman, said
nil matters to be dis
Collection of scrap m
cans and other
vital
already on hand in
I counties of
this Sc
Groom, said.
This wo
. 111ed for the
last wee
arkets in various
phas
collection in this co
are
especially urged
at the Marion
m
J. F. Graham,
Mrs.
Y. Nancy Scrugham,
Al Thomas
Page
n, Edward F.
B
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Leo Wa
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P
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said.
Scouts are to
take
,
itlyle scrap collection
arrangeme
nt of S
Lileadquarters Mr. G
advised. '
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Mason Jars, pints, quarts, half
gallons, extra tops,
Seed Potatoes, onion sets and
extra lids, extra rubber" L.-package vegetable seed.
the time.
More for your Mont.' .111
••••
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